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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Climate Change and Compensatory Control: Harnessing Threat for Action 

by 

Andrew Livingston Gregory 

Doctor of Philosophy in Psychological Science 

University of California, Irvine, 2020 

Associate Professor Paul Piff, Chair 

 

To avoid global disaster from impending climate change, experts agree that immediate 

preventative action is required. However, studies show that both belief in the dangers of climate 

change and concern about the consequences surprisingly do not reliably predict engaging in 

more proactive action. This critical disconnect between attitudes and behavior may be due to a 

lack of perceived control that accompanies the threat of climate change. We posit that climate 

change threat is associated with feeling unable to exert meaningful influence over climate 

outcomes—a loss in perceived control—which in turn hinders preventative action. On the other 

hand, compensatory control theory suggests that this decreased perceived control instills a 

motivation for control, which may present an opportunity to capitalize on the motivation to 

promote climate change action. Across five studies, we examine the relationship between climate 

change, perceived control, and behavior. In a nationally representative survey, we show that 

proximate climate change threat is associated with less perceived control, which in turn is 

associated with less self-reported pro-environmental behavior. In two online experiments, we 

make salient the threat of climate change and document the loss of control and the increased 

motivation for control relative to a comparable threat. To attempt to utilize this motivation for 
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social gain, we then test message framing as a way of appealing to the motivation for control. In 

an online experiment we show that a control motivation is associated with greater preference for 

environmental advocacy ads framed in terms of control. As a test of this framing in the field, a 

big data field experiment on social media showed a preference for control framing over a 

common call to action message.  Together, these findings indicate that the threat of climate 

change is associated with lower perceived control, but also a motivation that can be used for 

social gain. This research provides important insight into the compensatory control model and 

the features of climate change that present a distinct challenge to communication and mitigating 

action.
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Introduction 

Damage to the natural environment from greenhouse gasses is a danger to human health 

(Hashim & Hashim, 2016), financial stability (Dafermos et al., 2018), and community life 

(Grantham et al., 2011). Climate scientists agree that without immediate mitigating action, these 

risks will increase toward global catastrophe (N. Stern, 2016). In general, most laypeople believe 

the scientific consensus that climate change is real and is caused by human activity (Farmer et 

al., 2019). However, the issue is often not prioritized, and climate change beliefs have relatively 

little influence on whether the individual takes preventative action (Hornsey et al., 2016). 

Although scientists advocate for behaviors like eating a plant-based diet or avoiding air travel 

(Wynes & Nicholas, 2017), social psychologists have identified a confluence of psychological 

factors that inhibit those potentially effective mitigation efforts (Gifford, 2011). For example, 

uncertainty, doubt, and the fact that catastrophe is in the future all limit cognition about the 

problem and behaviors to prevent it (Swim et al., 2010; Weber & Johnson, 2015). These and 

other factors lead to psychological distance (Trope & Liberman, 2010)—in this case, an abstract 

and detached view of climate change that is negatively associated with concrete actions (Spence 

et al., 2012). Even when the dangers of climate change are known, abstraction of the threat can 

lead to inaction (Norgaard, 2011). This disconnect between attitudes and behaviors is 

corroborated by national trends. According to the Yale Program on Climate Change 

Communication, risk perceptions are increasing, but support for pro-environmental policies is 

not (Wang et al., 2021). In 2019, Gallup found that belief that climate change is a personal threat 

had steadily increased by 20 percentage points since 1997 (Gallup, 2020), but nationwide 

passenger car emissions increased by 17 percent in the same time frame, despite substantial 

advances in fuel economy (EPA, 2018, 2021). 
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The public’s reluctance to take action may tempt climate change advocates to reduce this 

psychological distance with hyperbole and apocalyptic predictions (e.g., de Hoog et al., 2008). 

But overstating the threat has been shown to backfire, leading to unintended consequences in the 

form of anxiety, disengagement, and inaction (Spence & Pidgeon, 2010). When climate change 

is depicted as too prodigious, people feel personally “disempowered” and overwhelmed (O’Neill 

& Nicholson-Cole, 2009). This double bind of perceived threat may provide valuable insight into 

why many do not act and advocate for the environment in spite of their beliefs; if climate change 

does not feel threatening, then action is unnecessary because there is no danger, but if climate 

change feels too threatening, action is futile because the problem is too great and falls beyond the 

individual’s control.  

In this research, we explore perceived control as a pivotal explanatory variable in the 

relationship between threat and behavior, and as a means to bridge the gap between them. 

Perceived control is uniquely suitable for this role because it is situated between attitudes and 

action; it is a fundamental personal value that can be bolstered or threatened by attitudes and 

environmental factors (Sales, 1973), a crucial precursor to behavior, and a strong source of 

motivation (Bandura, 1986). We examine how the threat of climate change reduces perceived 

control, the cognitions and motivations that arise in its stead, and how the resulting motivations 

can be used to increase pro-environmental behavior. Through the framework of compensatory 

control theory (CCT; Kay et al., 2009), we posit that as the danger of climate change threatens 

individuals’ sense of control, they are motivated to restore a control to their environment. We 

document the cognitions that result from the threat and the attempt to compensate for this loss of 

a fundamental human value (Langer, 1975). Finally, in a big data field experiment using social 
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media, we test whether the motivation for control that accompanies climate change concern can 

be leveraged to increase individual advocacy action using message framing. 

The Problem of Climate Change 

 Psychology researchers have mobilized alongside the rest of the scientific community to 

address the multifaceted and complex problem of global climate change. The social 

psychological research on climate change includes a wide breadth of topics, from the moral 

attributions people make surrounding ‘green’ behaviors (Currie & Choma, 2018) to analyses of 

how to most effectively modify consumer behavior (Wolske & Stern, 2018). The literature is 

defined by the complexity of the many mechanisms at work, including self-presentation concerns 

(Griskevicius et al., 2010) and the dynamic forces of social identities (Fielding & Hornsey, 

2016). Accordingly, the science of communicating climate change to the general public has 

grown, with publications increasing over ten-fold from 2005-2014, due in part to the dynamic 

landscape of attitudes and scientific advancements (Moser, 2016). 

Research has attempted to document how climate change belief, skepticism, and behavior 

present across the world. Some studies suggest that awareness and belief is rising, while others 

present evidence of diminishing concern (Pidgeon, 2012), low awareness in developing countries 

(Lee et al., 2015) and maladaptive coping strategies instead of useful eco-friendly actions as 

proof to the contrary (Maibach et al., 2009).  

Crucially, this descriptive research reveals that the relationship between attitudes and 

behavior is unclear; belief in anthropogenic climate change does not reliably predict action to 

mitigate it (e.g., Bardsley et al., 2018). In a large meta-analysis of climate change attitudes and 

behavior, Hornsey and colleagues (2016) found that belief in climate change has relatively small 

correlations with behavior and behavioral intentions. In a year-long longitudinal study, skeptics 
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actually engaged in more individual-level climate change action than those who were highly 

concerned—who acted least of all participants (Hall et al., 2018). Similarly, beliefs about the 

magnitude of the impacts of climate change have mixed associations with behavioral intentions 

(Spence et al., 2012). Rationally, a greater perception of threat should motivate more 

preventative behavior, but research points to a meaningful discrepancy between climate change 

attitudes and behavior.   

To explain the disconnect between attitudes and behavior, psychologists have 

documented a host of factors that impede the individual’s desire and ability to effectively address 

climate change even if they believe that it is occurring. Among a confluence of other influences, 

the danger is neglected because it is sequestered in the future (van Vugt et al., 2014), largely 

invisible (Weber, 2010), and couched in uncertainty (Tversky & Shafir, 1992). These 

confounding factors may diminish the importance of the threat relative to others. Climate change 

scholars suggest that individuals have a finite capacity for concern or attention to concerns—

deemed the finite pool of worry (e.g., Sisco et al., 2020). If attention for concerns is limited, 

more immediate and personal concerns may be prioritized over the global threat of climate 

change.  

One framework to understand concern about climate change is through construal level 

theory and the construct of psychological distance, in which things that are perceived as distant 

from the self are construed more abstractly (Trope & Liberman, 2010). Many of the obstacles to 

engagement with climate change that researchers have identified are associated with more 

psychological distance, including physical distance from the threat, temporal distance (the 

catastrophe largely remains in the future), and uncertainty. For an individual to go beyond the 

here and now of their experience to conceptualize what is psychologically distant, they must 
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form abstract mental construals of distal objects and events. Abstract construals are useful for 

certain types of tasks, such as identifying conceptual connections and seeing problems in broad 

strokes, but psychological distance is generally associated with less concrete actions (Spence et 

al., 2012). 

Similarly, a broad body of research suggests that objective risk is often not as important 

as the affective experience of risk (e.g., Loewenstein et al., 2001). Insofar as climate change is 

distant and people do not feel the immediate danger, they may ignore it or even perceive it to be 

less hazardous than it is. In fact, a host of studies show that experiencing harsh weather, where 

the threat of climate change is ostensibly more immediate, can increase climate change risk 

beliefs (Sisco et al., 2017). In the United States, for example, proximity to the coast and its rising 

sea levels is positively associated with climate change risk perceptions (Brody et al., 2008; Park 

& Vedlitz, 2013).  

These findings suggest that advocacy efforts might benefit from emphasizing the risks of 

climate change, using fear and apocalyptic statistics to make people feel the risks—after all, a 

more dangerous disaster is more deserving of a place in the finite pool of worry. However, 

studies in climate change communication suggest that trying to make the problem feel more 

concerning or psychologically close can lead to unintended rebound effects in the form of 

anxiety, disengagement, and inaction. Spence and Pidgeon (2010) found that framing climate 

change in terms of negative impacts resulted in less perceived severity of climate change and 

more negative feelings about mitigation than framing in terms of what can be preserved and 

gained from mitigation efforts. Similarly, framing the dangers as closer geographically was 

associated with less perceived severity and more negative feelings about mitigation. These 

effects held despite dire frames increasing fear and information processing, which were 
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positively associated with perceived severity and positive feelings about mitigation efforts, 

respectively. Similarly, O’Neill and Nicholson-Cole (2009) found that fearful representations of 

climate change are effective at attracting people’s attention but are associated with less genuine 

personal engagement with the issue. In semi-structured interviews, feeling a lack of control 

emerged as a common theme in response to fearful images, which participants found personally 

“disempowering.” They reported less motivation to act for climate change because the problem 

was perceived as beyond their control. Although the dire threat of climate change promotes 

attention and fear, it may also exert an opposing, disadvantageous influence on behavior through 

reduced perceived control.  

In this research, we present evidence of the detrimental effect of dire climate change on 

perceptions of control and explore the relationship as an opportunity for theoretical and 

pragmatic insight. Perceived control is distinctly linked to cognition, construal, and behavior, 

supporting the theory that a loss of perceived control may explain why many do not act and 

advocate for the environment despite their beliefs. In the remainder of this section, we present 

evidence of the relationship between climate change and perceived personal control, control 

threat’s importance to behavior and motivations, and how the motivations that result from a 

threat to control may be leveraged for social gain. 

Perceived Control and Climate Change 

Perceived control is a fundamental human motivation; a long history of research shows 

that people strive to view the world as a place where their actions result in the intended 

consequences and effects (Bandura, 1977; Langer, 1975). Perceived control is generally thought 

to come from two sources: personal control, or the individual’s assessment of their ability to 

deliberately cause outcomes that they desire (Wortman, 1975), and control from external 
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forces—the extent to which outside factors provide control and structure to the world (Rothbaum 

et al., 1982). 

Personal control perceptions are conceptualized through a wide—and largely 

overlapping—constellation of constructs (over 100 according to Skinner, 1996). These 

taxonomies can be broadly grouped into three categories by their relationship to the agent, the 

goal, and the actions intended to achieve that goal, as shown in Figure 1. For example, the 

agent’s goal may be to avoid lung cancer, and to do so they must engage in an action directed 

toward that goal, like quitting smoking. First, the relationship between the agent and action, 

called self-efficacy, is the perceived ability to engage in an action successfully (successfully 

quitting smoking; Bandura, 1977). Second, the relationship between actions and goals are called 

outcome expectancies--the beliefs that one’s actions will be meaningful and likely to produce the 

desired outcome (whether quitting smoking will prevent lung cancer; Bandura, 1977). Finally, 

we call the overarching relationship between agent and outcome perceived personal control, 

encompassing both self-efficacy and outcome expectancies (the agent’s ability to avoid lung 

cancer; Skinner, 1995).  

 

Figure 1 

Elements of Perceived Personal Control (adapted from Bandura, 1977) 
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This personal control is complemented by control or external influence from one’s 

environment. Common across different taxonomies and frameworks is the finding that cognitions 

can boost external control, for example by interpreting chance outcomes as predetermined or 

submitting to—and thereby validating—a powerful leader (Rothbaum et al., 1982). Locus of 

control theorists specifically emphasize this duality: an internal locus of control—the belief that 

one can bring about change through one’s behavior—and an external locus of control—beliefs in 

the control and structure of the environment, including strong leaders and the force of luck 

(Galvin et al., 2018). Instead of designating a lack of control entirely, external control provides a 

complementary source of control, a framework to understand the world when outcomes are 

beyond personal control (Rothbaum et al., 1982).  

Although this research encompasses many concepts and theories, it often draws a 

common conclusion: the belief in control is vital for wellbeing and functioning. Perceived 

personal control is of great value to the individual and their outcomes, from academic 

achievement (Stipek & Weisz, 1981) to well-being (e.g., Shapiro et al., 1996). Some even argue 

that control is a “biological imperative,” rooted in a corticostriatal network in the brain (Leotti et 

al., 2010). It been shown to act as a buffer against anxiety (Chorpita & Barlow, 1998) and other 

risk factors for physical health (Lachman & Weaver, 1998). Conversely, when control is called 

into question, people experience profound distress and anxiety (Pham et al., 2001; Skinner, 

1995). 

Climate Change and Perceived Control 

Journalists and advocates for climate change mitigation often try to incite others to action 

with distressing messages of what the future could hold, but in doing so they may also threaten 
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perceived control. When the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) released an 

important global report on climate change in 2007, Hulme (2007) examined messages in 10 

major U.K. newspapers. He found that of the nine papers that wrote about the report, all used at 

least one of the words catastrophic, shocking, terrifying, or devastating, none of which were in 

the original IPCC document, indicating that the IPCC’s statement was conveyed to the public 

with more negatively affective language than the original report. In another study of news media 

transcripts, researchers found that most news segments about climate change conveyed the 

negative impacts and consequences to the public, however those broadcasts only mentioned 

mitigating actions, existing or hypothetical, 39.8% of the time (Hart & Feldman, 2014). The 

researchers also found that within that subset, the majority of information about those mitigating 

actions was negative: for example, discussing the prohibitive costs of installing solar panels. 

People are often told of impacts, dangers, and what actions will not help the situation, but less 

often about what they can do to help effectively, which may lead them to believe that they cannot 

make a difference. 

Whether these messages were meant as a call to action or to sensationalize dry scientific 

articles, recasting the threat of climate change as more catastrophic may decrease perceived 

control. When confronted with the great scale and consequences of the problem, people report 

feeling hopelessness and frustration because of their perceived powerlessness to fight climate 

change (Moser, 2014). As one might expect, experimental research shows that a dire climate 

change message that emphasizes the inability of the individual to make a difference significantly 

decreased perceived control over climate change outcomes (Rothschild et al., 2012).  

The use of threatening representations for persuasion is not without merit; fear appeals 

can be effective for behavior change. In a large meta-analysis, Tannenbaum and colleagues 
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(2015) found that fear appeals generally increase behavioral intentions, the effects of which are 

increased when paired with more perceived control (e.g., Sheeran et al., 2014).  

However, in the case of climate change, research suggests that fear appeals may promote 

a sense of fatalism and diminished control along with the intended motivating concern. O’Neill 

and Nicholson-Cole (2009) showed that fear-inducing images made climate change feel most 

important to participants, however they were also the most “disempowering at a personal level;” 

frightening images like starving children or a dried-up lake with dead fish made people feel as if 

they were unable to do anything about climate change. As climate change was depicted as more 

formidable, its importance increased, but perceived ability to make a difference decreased, 

presenting a quandary for advocacy communication. Although concern is requisite for engaging 

in mitigating behavior (Aspinwall, 2010), a loss in perceived control may be a critical 

explanatory variable in the gap between beliefs and behavior because of the profound association 

between control and behavior. 

Perceived Control and Behavior 

Perceived personal control is not only a valued belief but an important precursor to 

action, as shown in models of behavior, such as the theory of planned behavior (Fielding et al., 

2008) and the value belief model (Stern, 2000). In their comprehensive model of proactive 

coping, Aspinwall and Taylor (1997) highlight the important role of perceived control when 

people try to manage problems that may arise in the future. After identifying an obstacle in the 

future, they show that appraisals of personal control are evaluated very early in the decision-

making process. These appraisals lead people to promptly address problems that they feel that 

they can effectively ameliorate or to disregard problems that appear out of their control. 

Withdrawing from insurmountable problems assures that people rationally focus their efforts 
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away from useless effort and toward what will be fruitful. However, this model predicts that 

when perceived personal control is low, actions are unlikely even if they would be helpful. 

Proactive behavior is vulnerable to shortcomings in either of the components of perceived 

personal: self-efficacy or outcome expectancies (as shown in Figure 1). For example, diminished 

outcome expectancies alone can hinder proactive behaviors; for example, students are less likely 

to study for an exam if they feel that studying will not help them get a better grade on the test, a 

reasonable reaction to the disconnect between the behavior and their goal (Shell et al., 1989). 

Although self-efficacy—the perceived ability to study—may remain intact, control is threatened 

by the lack of association between studying the material and grades, and the student will likely 

forgo studying. Insofar as people feel that they have no control over the protection of the natural 

environment, they are incapable of action, or that their actions will be ineffective, mitigating 

behavior will likely decrease. 

A lack of perceived control also undermines threat perceptions as a way of protecting the 

self from the emotional cost of inefficacy and powerlessness. When problems appear out of 

one’s control, not only do people avoid failure by decreasing preventative actions, but they 

experience less arousal and less negative affect from the threat (Wrosch et al., 2003). In what 

researchers call goal disengagement, if a threat is deemed too great and feelings of control are 

low, people ironically feel less concern and less risk. This desensitization is a way of protecting 

the self from taxing negative emotions but may have catastrophic downstream consequences. 

Feeling “at risk” is important to accurately assessing risk (Loewenstein et al., 2001) and 

confronting future problems (Aspinwall, 2010), therefore decreased control may also hinder 

adaptive behavior indirectly through reduced concern, compounding its negative effects. 

Concern is particularly important to a psychologically distant phenomenon like climate change, 
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which can be ignored and denied, and actions can be postponed (Swim et al., 2010). Perceived 

control directs behavior across situations, but when an obstacle is threatening, the lack of 

control’s inhibitory effects on action may be further compounded by a reduction of the affective 

response from the threat. 

Research specifically shows how perceived control steers environmental conservation 

behavior. An internal locus of control is associated with more pro-environmental behaviors 

according to a large meta-analysis (Hines et al., 1987). When examining pro-environmental 

behavior using a structural equation modeling approach, researchers found that the perceived 

ability of ‘green’ actions to decrease environmental problems—outcome expectancies—strongly 

predicted green behavior and willingness to pay for green products (Kim & Han, 2010). To 

further explore the relationship between perceptions of control and environmental behavior, 

Cleveland and colleagues (2015) developed a measure of locus of control specific to 

environmental outcomes. Using 16 items, they measured the degree to which people felt that 

they could personally control outcomes like changing friends’ behavior and reducing pollution. 

Those feelings of control significantly predicted 47 out of 50 common pro-environmental 

behaviors, documenting the principle that people who believe in the efficacy of their actions are 

more likely to engage in them within the domain of climate change.  

Threat and Compensatory Control Strategies 

Given the importance of control beliefs, people try to avoid a loss of control and cope as 

best they can, including supplementing perceived control when it is threatened. An established 

and rapidly expanding literature focuses on the hydraulic nature of control threat and 

compensation; compensatory control theory (CCT) states that when control is threatened, people 

become motivated to restore and reaffirm it, as illustrated in Figure 2 (Kay et al., 2008; Landau 
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et al., 2015). Importantly, sources of compensation are substitutable; threat in one domain can 

cause people to strive to increase perceived or actual control in other domains.  

 

Figure 2 

The Compensatory Control Model (adapted from Kay et al., 2008) 

 

 

 

The motivation for control can be satisfied by a variety of cognitions and behaviors, 

including augmenting perceived personal control. For example, when experiencing a loss of 

control, people are more likely to believe in their ability to see the future (Greenaway et al., 

2013) or the efficacy of their own superstitious actions, like crossing their fingers or knocking on 

wood (Keinan, 2002). By enhancing their own supernatural abilities to predict and influence 

outcomes, they reaffirm their personal control after it is called into question. A particularly 

prevalent way of avoiding the distress of a control threat is to maintain the illusion of personal 

control even when confronted with a lack of personal influence, called illusory control (Langer, 

1975). Personal control beliefs are often robust against the reality of inefficacy, which is shown 

in research on the divergence between illusory control and what is referred to as “learned 

helplessness” (Hiroto, 1974). Matute (1994) demonstrated that when actions are unsuccessful in 

achieving the desired results, attributions often take one of two paths; feeling that action is of no 
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use and widely giving up—learned helplessness—or ignoring contradictory evidence and 

maintaining the illusion that the action does have the intended consequences. In general, she 

found that people give up on a task only when they are expressly told of their failure. Otherwise, 

when outcomes are merely noncontingent on the individual’s actions and not explicitly stated as 

failure, personal control is often overestimated. In this way, individuals avoid the distress of 

control loss by believing that they have more control than they actually do. 

A loss of control can also be supplemented by external forces. For example, a perceived 

lack of personal control leads to stronger support for controlling external forces, including a 

strong authoritarian government (Mirisola et al., 2014). Compensation can take the form of belief 

in God, particularly if the deity is framed as controlling and not as merely a creator (Kay et al., 

2008). Conversely, when people believe that control and order is provided by intervening deities, 

they feel less of a need to exert their own agency and less of a desire to punish wrongdoers, 

demonstrating the hydraulic nature of the need for control (Laurin et al., 2012).  

More recently, compensatory control theorists have shown that order can be restored not 

only through increased personal or external attributions, but through epistemic structure––clear 

and orderly interpretations of the world that increase perceptions of control (Rutjens & Kay, 

2017). These responses manifest in less apparent ways. For example, when control is threatened, 

people reaffirm control by endorsing scientific theories with more structure (Rutjens et al., 

2013). These theories that feature a fixed sequence of stages present a clear and predictable logic 

that reaffirms a sense of control and predictability. People can also restore a sense of control by 

identifying more illusory patterns and images in random noise; this change in perception shows 

the motivation to find structure and a source of agency, even where it does not exist (Landau et 

al., 2015). 
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In sum, a threat to perceived control motivates the individual for control and the 

motivation may lead to any of a diverse array of potential outcomes. Compensation can be in the 

form of structure, order, and control from whatever sources are available, from validating 

powerful deities, to preferring orderly visual forms, to asserting one’s personal agency. These 

actions and cognitions all serve a common purpose of restoring a sense of order and control to 

the environment.  

Compensatory Control and Climate Change  

 Some research specifically shows that dire climate change messages can motivate people 

to engage in compensatory control responses. After climate change threats, people engage in 

responses that have been shown to effectively increase perceptions of group-based control; 

support increases for authoritarian system-supporting groups like police, support decreases for 

system-challenging groups (Fritsche et al., 2012), and in-group norm acceptance increases (Barth 

et al., 2018). These reactions have been shown to come at a cost to social wellbeing, promoting 

intergroup bias and conflict (Fritsche et al., 2011). 

However, research has yet to paint a clear picture of how compensatory control 

mechanisms specifically influence climate change beliefs and behaviors. In what follows, we 

explore how compensatory control mechanisms may influence climate change beliefs and how 

control threat stimulates a problem-solving mindset. Those mechanisms are then examined 

regarding individual differences that may moderate the efficacy of using control motivations to 

promote pro-environmental behavior.  

External Control  

When the threat of environmental disaster reduces perceptions of control, the resulting 

motivation can increase perceived control from the external environment. Although external 
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control attributions may satisfy the motivation and help the individual cope with the threat, they 

have the potential to compound the negative effects of threatening messages on beliefs and 

behavior. Rutjens and colleagues (2010) found that feeling a lack of control led participants to 

attribute more external control over climate change; they believed that more scientific progress 

had already been achieved, and they supported more scientific solutions to climate change. 

Following the sequelae of these attributions, researchers showed that participants who read a 

passage overstating scientific progress on climate change saw the world as more orderly and 

predictable, and in turn, those perceptions decreased the likelihood of participants’ engaging in 

environmentally friendly behaviors (Meijers & Rutjens, 2014). Examined in tandem, these 

studies suggest that personal control threat may reduce environmentally friendly behavior 

because control can be supplemented externally by affirming faith in science; therefore, control 

and action become less essential in the personal domain. Just as people ‘outsource’ control to an 

intervening god or government, they outsource control and preservation of the natural world to 

science when they feel that it is beyond their reach.  

However, other forms of external control over climate change can actually increase pro-

environmental behavior. In a study by Rothschild and colleagues (2012), when climate change 

was framed as uncontrollable and from uncertain causes, perceived personal control decreased 

and so did willingness to advocate for climate change. However, when participants were given 

the opportunity to blame big oil companies for the state of the environment, control was 

attributed to those external forces. Instead of climate change being random or illogical, 

scapegoating gave motive and cause to climate change. When control and blame were attributed 

to those external human forces, personal guilt for climate change ironically increased; people 

accepted more personal responsibility for climate change problems and experienced more 
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perceived control. This research suggests that a complete lack of control, where climate change 

cannot be helped by the individual or readily attributable to external forces, is so threatening that 

it may limit cognition and pro-environmental attitudes. When control and logic are restored to 

the environment, people may be more likely to accept responsibility and pursue environmentalist 

goals (Kay et al., 2014). 

On the surface, these findings may appear contradictory. On the one hand, external 

control attributed to scientific advancements decreased self-reported likelihood of pro-

environmental behavior. On the other hand, external control attributed to big oil companies 

increased it. This divergence may hinge upon the instrumental role of the external control. 

Meijers and Rutjens (2014) focused on control of solutions—externalized in the form of 

scientific progress—as opposed to control over the cause. Science restored order but also 

provided control over solutions, and the individual felt less compelled to act. In the scapegoating 

study (Rothschild et al., 2012), the control attributed to the big oil companies also restored a 

sense of order to the world, but control was affirmed through the companies’ role in causing 

pollution. This external control attribution satisfies the need for control but does not provide 

control over solutions; oil companies provide control over the cause of the crisis, but few expect 

an oil company to work against its interests to solve climate change.  

Personal Control  

In the personal domain, compensation takes the form of ironic relationships between 

threat and increased personal control beliefs. In a large longitudinal study of New Zealanders, 

Milfont (2012) found that greater concern was associated with a greater perceived control over 

climate change at each timepoint; in other words, the worse the problem seemed, the more the 

individual believed that they could do to solve it. These seemingly paradoxical findings were 
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conceptually replicated by Hornsey and colleagues (2015). In a large correlational study, they 

found that risk perceptions correlated with both collective control and individual control beliefs 

about climate change. In a follow-up experiment in which threat was manipulated, higher threat 

messages increased perceptions of risk, which in turn increased collective control. The authors 

suggest that those who believe more strongly in climate change and its risks buffer against the 

threat with “motivated control,” a form of motivated cognition to ameliorate feelings of 

helplessness. 

The finding that greater risk perceptions are associated with greater control beliefs echo 

similar compensatory control cognitions found in models of behavioral intentions. Maddux and 

Rogers (1983) manipulated the threat of cancer, the effectiveness of quitting smoking to avoid 

cancer (outcome expectancies), and the perceived ease of quitting (self-efficacy) and measured 

behavioral intentions. They found that when one component of personal control was contested, 

either self-efficacy or outcome expectancies, behavioral intentions remained at the same levels as 

if it were not threatened. In fact, when quitting was framed as less effective in combating cancer, 

the self-efficacy manipulation was more effective; perceived ability to quit was more easily 

augmented by the self-efficacy passage when the other component of perceived control was 

threatened. Although this research predates CCT, this may be due to compensatory control 

augmenting self-efficacy when control over outcomes was threatened—a hydraulic control 

compensation within one agent-behavior-outcome relationship. On the other hand, when both 

components were threatened, self-efficacy was lower than when it alone was threatened, 

potentially suggesting goal disengagement as a way of protecting the self from decreased control 

(Bandura, 1977; Wrosch et al., 2003). In the context of climate change, this research suggests 

that a control threat may be capitalized upon in applied settings by increasing other elements of 
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control over the same outcome, like self-efficacy. For example, even when a behavior like taking 

public transportation is deemed unlikely to help carbon emissions, other forms of control—like 

the perceived ability to take the bus to work—may be more easily augmented. In doing so, 

targeted communications may avoid goal disengagement and a decrease in behavioral intentions 

after a control threat. 

Control Threat and Approach Motivation 

In addition to a motivation for control, a loss of control has been shown to result in an 

approach motivation (Greenaway et al., 2015). This motivational-affective state disposes people 

toward action and positively-valenced stimuli, including positive possibilities and goals (Elliot, 

2006). When confronted with an obstacle, approach-oriented individuals take goal-directed 

action and problem solve to regain control over their environment while avoidance-oriented 

individuals aim to avoid negative stimuli. For example, in a study of the COVID-19 pandemic, 

approach and avoidance orientations––as indexed by Behavioral Activation and Inhibition 

System motivational-affective states—were related to distinct cognitions and behaviors (Reiss et 

al., 2020). While subject to curfews and social restrictions, approach-oriented individuals were 

more likely to pursue personal projects, while avoidance-oriented individuals were more likely to 

engage in security measures, such as handwashing and following curfews. Although climate 

disaster is categorically a negatively-valenced outcome to avoid, the orientation toward the 

positive includes desirable possibilities such as conducting applied research, a positive lifestyle 

change, or cooperative collective action. Approach motivation focuses on matching ideals and 

goals with behavior as opposed to avoiding mismatches (Higgins, 1997). In this context, the 

subtle distinction is crucial because climate change can be thought of in terms of goals and 

positive actions or avoiding damage. Approach-motivated people orient to their objectives—in 
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this case, a positive goal of a healthy planet—and act accordingly with less emphasis on negative 

outcomes to avoid and the probability of doing so, which, as outlined above, can discourage 

proactive behavior.  

Although climate change features both positive goals and negative consequences to 

avoid, an approach motivation is more adaptive for advocacy than an avoidance motivation 

because it includes an emphasis on action. When experiencing a lack of control, people change 

their consumption habits to be more action-oriented; they are more likely to buy utilitarian 

products, like cleaning agents, as opposed to hedonic products, like chocolate (Chen et al., 2016). 

The orientation to positive goals and success is illustrated in multiple studies in which 

participants who were deprived of control expended more energy on difficult cognitive tasks 

(Roth & Kubal, 1975). Approach motivated individuals spend more time trying to solve 

unsolvable anagram puzzles, goal-oriented problem solving that is believed to alleviate anxieties 

(Inesi et al., 2011). Given the difficulty of making a verifiable individual difference in climate 

change, this motivational shift to action in spite of frustrating results may prove invaluable if 

people are oriented to the problem of climate change and cognitions about its scope do not hinder 

action. 

Leveraging Control Threat for Gain 

 In the above sections, we reviewed a broad body of research indicating that climate 

change is associated with decreased perceptions of control and may spark control and approach 

motivations. These motivations give rise to problem solving in difficult situations and asserting 

one’s agency through action, but ‘green’ behavior rates suggest that these motivations alone may 

not be sufficient to spark pro-environmental behavior in vivo. However, we posit that control and 

approach motivations from climate threat present an opportunity for advocates and policymakers 
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to promote behavior. In this section, we outline strategies to appeal to the motivation for control, 

and, in doing so, orient people to environmentally friendly behaviors when they are motivated to 

approach problems and take action.  

The state of the research on climate change threat and compensatory control leaves many 

open questions as to the real-world relationships between threatening climate change, perceived 

control, and behavior. In survey research, greater threat and concern is associated with increased 

perceptions of control: from scientific progress (Rutjens et al., 2010), powerful others 

(Rothschild et al., 2012), or oneself (Hornsey et al., 2015). These studies speak to the 

compensatory control motivation, but also to the multitude of ways to satisfy it through cognition 

alone, potentially undermining meaningful action and advocacy. 

To maximize the impact of climate change messages, it may be effective to use principles 

of control motivation to present a pro-environmental action as a source of control. Insofar as the 

action appeals to the motivation for control, it may leverage that motivation to increase climate 

change action. Even if individuals perceive a lack of control over climate change in general, 

actions and messaging can appeal to control motivations by reaffirming order, structure, external 

control, or personal control that is more proximal. In presenting behavior as control reaffirming, 

appeals may orient the motivated individual to the behavior in question instead of other forms of 

compensation, restoring perceived personal control through engagement and behavior.  

Research has pointed to a variety of ways to appeal to a control motivation. After a threat 

to control, Inesi and colleagues (2011) found that consumer behavior shifted to reaffirm choice 

and power, constructs that the authors argue are forms of personal control in the private and 

social environments, respectively. After a loss of control, participants indicated that they would 

drive farther for more options to choose from and would pay more for products that signified 
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status. Accordingly, given the many avenues for pro-environmental behavior (such as petitions, 

diet changes, and transportation), offering more action options in climate change advocacy 

messaging is a realistic application of this principle that may increase behavior. By choosing an 

action—as opposed to complying with a request for an action—individuals can assert their 

agency. Another way to appeal to control motivations is through visual design, such as finite 

borders surrounding images and logos (Landau et al., 2015). Borders and clear, consistent 

patterns provide a sense of epistemic structure to the environment, appealing to those who are 

control motivated (Cutright, 2012). Using these visual elements in appeals may help to orient 

control-motivated individuals to the intended behavior in lieu of searching for control elsewhere. 

One well-established way of appealing to motivations is through message framing, in 

which small differences in language or point of reference can change how people conceptualize 

the message. From risky outcomes (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992) to social issues (Maheswaran 

& Meyers-Levy, 1990), framing can have profound effects on how people process information 

and choose to act. Framing can appeal to motivations, both transient (Yan et al., 2012) and 

dispositional (Hirsh et al., 2012). In climate change research, much of the effectual framing 

research uses social motivations. For example, making salient social norms (Goldstein et al., 

2008) or the legacy that one will leave behind (Zaval et al., 2015) can increase 

environmentalism.  

Framing is one means of using a motivation for control for social gain. Insofar as the 

individual is motivated for control, they may be more attracted to messages that present action as 

a means to control, and more likely to experience an increase in perceived control from strategic 

messages that affirm it. Whereas commonly used frames that emphasize what the individual can 

save or what can be lost can also alter how people perceive the threat, their efficacy is mixed 
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(Spence & Pidgeon, 2010). Attentive processing and recall are best promoted with fearful 

frames, while positive attitudes about behavior are best promoted with positive frames. In the 

case of control framing, the benefits of concern may be used without sacrificing behavioral 

intentions.  Compensatory control theory suggests that not only will control be attractive in the 

face of a threat, but messages that attempt to augment perceived control over related actions or 

impacts may be effective for those lacking control. For example, as personal control over melting 

polar ice caps is threatened, personal control over a climate-friendly diet and one’s own 

emissions may be more easily amplified (Maddux & Rogers, 1983). Given the strong association 

between control beliefs and behavior, this augmented control may likely lead to more pro-

environmental behavior.  

These effects are likely attenuated and influenced by individual-level characteristics that 

may be important to effective implementation of this research. Two individual differences that 

are particularly relevant to climate change communications and control are political ideology and 

personal involvement with climate change.  

Individual Differences in Control Compensation 

 In order to best understand climate change’s threat to control, the mechanisms that 

underlie the effects must be examined, including the role of individual differences. Research on 

individual-level traits that moderate compensatory control motivations is limited, providing some 

support to factors such as trait perceived personal control, which may serve as a buffer, and the 

degree to which the individual is invested in the threatened domain (Landau et al., 2015). Given 

the importance of belief and skepticism to climate change, we explore two individual difference 

factors that are theoretically relevant and pragmatic for implementation: personal involvement 

with the issue and political ideology.  
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If an individual is not invested in the outcomes over which control is threatened, they 

may not need to compensate for the loss (Landau et al., 2015). In two studies, Landau and 

colleagues (2012) found that uncertainty about one’s efficacy elicits compensatory responses, but 

only in those who valued efficacy in that domain; men who valued or who underwent a 

manipulation to value influencing women engaged in compensatory objectification when this 

ability was threatened. Those who did not value this ability were not motivated for compensatory 

control (Landau et al., 2012). Extrapolating from these findings, a threat to perceived control 

over climate change may only elicit compensatory control motivations for those who are 

invested in the domain and have a desire to influence climate outcomes.  

Political ideology is likely one key factor indexing personal importance of climate 

change. Climate change is a deeply politicized issue, with a strong relationship between political 

ideology and environmental beliefs and advocacy (McCright & Dunlap, 2011). By some 

accounts this divide between liberals and conservatives is widening (Brenan & Saad, 2018).  

Although a measure of ecological beliefs may serve to parse attitudes more directly, 

political ideology is also a central indicator of how individuals navigate the social world, 

particularly in relation to control threats and uncertainty (Thorisdottir et al., 2007). A large body 

of research indicates that divergent psychological needs underlie differences between the values 

and social prescriptions of the left and right (Jost et al., 2003). People adopt a belief system 

based on its ability to fulfill their own psychological motives. For example, liberals tend to 

exhibit a greater motivation and openness to new experiences, which researchers suggest is 

reflected to the core liberal value of progress over conserving the status quo. Of particular 

relevance to this research are conservatism’s epistemic motivations for control and existential 

motivations for security (Jost et al., 2009). As conservatives seek more consistent and structured 
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interpretations of the world, they may be more susceptible to a threat to control, particularly 

when this epistemic threat to control is also associated with a grave physical threat such as 

climate change (Crawford, 2017).  

Political ideology is also a social identity that guides attitudes, including climate change 

(Fielding & Hornsey, 2016). When considering a polarizing subject such as climate change, 

social identities may become salient, leading individuals to reject outgroup messages (Esposo et 

al., 2013), align behavior with ingroup norms (Smith et al., 2012), and denigrate outgroup 

members (Opotow & Weiss, 2000). In fact, a threat to control has been specifically been shown 

to shift attitudes in favor of in-group norms; experiments show that a control threat leads to 

ignoring out-group norms and prescriptions (Stollberg et al., 2017). This effect may lead 

recipients of a climate change appeal to further favor their in-group prescriptions and reject the 

messages if it is interpreted as coming from a political out-group. In addition, political ideology 

is a construct which may be particularly useful for application and implementation of this 

research; it is readily available, either through demographics or inferred through social media 

data (Iyyer et al., 2014; Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2017) 

Based on these differences across the political spectrum, we tested political ideology as a 

moderator of two theorized effects: the effect of climate change threat on perceived control and 

its effect on control motivations. First, we hypothesized that because social identity and 

skepticism among conservatives may affect appraisals of the message and the threat, more 

conservative ideology would be associated with less of a loss in perceived control in response to 

climate change. Second, we hypothesized a smaller increase in control motivation after a 

threatening climate change message due to less perceived importance of the issue of climate 

change and lesser appraisals of threat. However, given the motivations for control and threat 
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aversion associated with more conservative individuals, we present a second pair of competing 

hypotheses. We hypothesized that the physical and epistemic threat of climate change would 

oppose the suppressing effects of ideology and skepticism, resulting in no mediation by political 

ideology of the effect of climate change threat on either perceived control or control motivation. 

Given the wealth of online data, indicators of climate change attitudes, beyond political 

ideology, are also widely available. On social media, user behavior can be used to infer a variety 

of beliefs and individual differences, including personality traits (Preotiuc-Pietro et al., 2016), 

motivations (Iannone et al., 2018), and political participation (Bode & Dalrymple, 2016). 

Behavior may also be able to identify a population with an interest in preserving the natural 

environment, independent of party affiliation. Moreover, research shows that climate change 

beliefs foster social identities similar to key social groups, like political party (Bliuc et al., 2015). 

Not only can an index of climate change attitudes indicate likelihood of action or importance of 

the issue, but it may also predict rejection or acceptance of messages depending on ingroup or 

outgroup attribution. By using inferred attitudes from social media, researchers can avoid climate 

change survey measures (e.g., Dunlap et al., 2000), which may not be practical for applications 

such as online field experiments. 

For climate change advocates, dire climate change messages may be perceived as more 

threatening to personal control due to greater personal importance of the issue and less 

skepticism of messages as they will be attributed to the social identity ingroup. In turn, the threat 

may elicit a greater control motivation. We tested this prediction using an online field 

experiment on social media. We hypothesized that environmentalist attitudes would moderate the 

appeal of control-framed advertisements, such that a behavioral indicator of pro-climate change 
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attitudes would be associated with greater preference for control framing relative to other 

participants. 

The Current Research 

In a large nationally representative study, three experiments, and one large online field 

experiment, we used diverse methodologies and samples to examine how climate change 

threatens perceived control, how that threat leads individuals to compensate by searching for 

other forms of control, and how the threat can be leveraged to increase environmental advocacy. 

In Study 1, we used a nationally representative dataset to demonstrate that perceptions that 

climate change is a threat to the self are associated with perceptions that the world is generally 

less controllable, which in turn was associated with less self-reported pro-environmental 

behavior. In Study 2A, we presented participants with a threatening climate change message and 

showed that perceived control decreased relative to an equally threatening control condition. In 

Study 2B, we extended those findings by showing that climate threat was associated with a 

greater desire to restore perceived control, as indexed with an apolitical measure of control 

motivation––namely, recognizing patterns in random stimuli (Landau et al., 2015). Crucially, 

individual differences in political ideology did not moderate the effects of climate change threat 

on perceived control or control motivation, suggesting that compensatory compensation may 

occur across the political spectrum. This finding adds to the basic research on compensatory 

control while also assessing the boundary conditions and target populations of an effective 

application of these principles. In Study 3A, we manipulated perceived control in order to test 

behavioral appeals that were framed in terms of personal control, showing modest preference for 

the control-framed messages over more common frames after a control threat. Study 3B applied 

the principles of control framing from the pilot in a field experiment by presenting social media 
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users with a threatening climate image and testing framing aimed to appeal to control-motivated 

participants against a common frame. Participants were more likely to click on the control-

framed appeal, regardless of demographics or other individual differences. 

Study 1 

In Study 1, we used a nationally representative sample to examine the relationships 

between perceived climate change threat, perceived control, and self-reported pro-environmental 

behavior in the United States. Past correlational research has documented both a positive and 

negative relationship between climate change concern and control; the open question remains 

whether climate change threat is associated with less feelings of control. Milfont (2012) argues 

that the ironic positive relationship between climate change concern and personal feelings of 

control over environmental outcomes is a “motivated control” response. He suggests that this is a 

form of motivated reasoning, such that those who believe in climate change are highly motivated 

to believe it is controllable. Similarly, Hornsey and colleagues (2015) explain the augmented 

control that they document in relation to threat as a compensatory way of buffering the self 

against anxiety. In this study, we expected to avoid this type of compensatory or motivated 

cognition and document a loss of control for two reasons. First, we used a measure of general 

perceived control. Instead of control over climate change, we examine the relationship between 

threat and controllability of outcomes from the World Assumptions Scale (WAS; Janoff-Bulman, 

1989). As a measure of perceived agentic cause and effect in the world, it is positively correlated 

with beliefs about justice in the world, but is a statistically distinct factor (Elklit et al., 2007). 

This construct provides a novel way of looking at perceived control threat, beyond the threatened 

domain or the threatened individual’s personal sense of control, which have been suggested to be 

subject to motivated cognitions. Second, climate threat and control are measured within a longer 
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study and without cues to help participants relate questions about control beliefs to climate 

change. Even if schematic control were measured in a short survey after climate change threat, 

context could lead participants to construe control in that light or vice versa. In fact, the primary 

intent of the survey was to measure long-term effects on mental health and wellbeing after the 

September 11th terrorist attacks. Accordingly, many items measured recent negative life 

experiences, which may have served to obscure a potential association between our variables of 

interest. For these reasons, we hypothesized that participants would not associate the measures in 

question and would not respond with “motivated control” to alleviate the anxiety of risk 

appraisals (Milfont, 2012). We controlled for political ideology and demographic characteristics 

such as age, gender, race, and socioeconomic status, as past research shows that these individual 

level factors are associated with perceptions of control (Ross & Mirowsky, 2002).   

Using a structural equation modeling approach, we modeled perceived threat’s effect on 

pro-environmental behavior directly and indirectly through perceived control. We hypothesized 

that greater perceived climate change threat to the self would be associated with less perceived 

control. We hypothesized that, as direct effects, both control perceptions and climate threat 

would be positively associated with environmental behaviors. Given the predicted associations 

between the three constructs of interest, we hypothesized that dire threat would have a negative 

indirect effect on pro-environmental behavior by way of perceived control, opposing the direct 

association. More personal threat of climate change would be associated with less control, which, 

in turn, would be associated with less environmental behavior. 

Method 

Participants  
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Participants were drawn from the third wave of a longitudinal study on the long-term 

effects of the September 11th terrorist attacks on mental health with a specific emphasis on 

current events and ongoing life stressors (Garfin et al., 2018). In 2006, a nationally representative 

sample was selected using stratified random sampling from a larger existing panel by Knowledge 

Networks, Inc. Panel participants were provided internet access if they needed it and completed 

three to four 10- to 15-minute surveys each month. 2,142 panelists were invited to participate in 

Wave 1, of which 1,613 participated (75.3%). Each participant was paid $5 for their participation 

in each wave for the next two years. The data used in this study is from Wave 3, which was 

administered between December 31, 2008 and February 9, 2009. This wave was the first to add 

measures related to climate change in addition to other beliefs, recent negative life events, and 

behaviors. A total of 946 completed the final survey in full, 72.0% of eligible panelists.  

Climate Change Threat 

Participants indicated their perceptions of the threat of climate change by rating 

agreement with two items on a scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree): “Climate 

change is a threat to my personal security” (M = 3.00, SD = 1.27, weighted M = 3.03, weighted 

SD = 1.29) and “Climate change is a threat to my national security” (M = 3.14, SD = 1.28, 

weighted M = 3.16, weighted SD = 1.29). These two variables were strongly correlated (r = .84, 

p < .001), but they reflect different psychological distances to the threat, which are associated 

with different cognitive and behavioral outcomes (Spence et al., 2012). General concern at a 

society level and personal threat of climate change not only vary in the magnitude of the threat 

(van der Linden, 2017), but also have been shown to represent empirically distinct factors with 

distinct antecedents (van der Linden, 2015). Therefore, the two items were treated separately to 

parse out broad, general feelings of concern from dire, psychologically close and personal threat. 
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Including both targets of climate threat separately in the model allowed us to estimate the unique 

variances in the dependent variables explained by the two threat components. In this context, a 

participant with higher beliefs about climate threat to national security regardless of the personal 

threat may reflect concern about climate change in general but not the belief that they 

specifically would be affected. On the other hand, someone with high perceptions of threat to the 

self construed climate change as close at hand and particularly threatening to them individually.  

Threat of Terrorism 

Participants indicated their perceptions of risk of a terrorist attack by rating agreement 

with two items on a scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree): “Terrorism is a threat 

to my personal security” (M = 2.87, SD = 1.17, weighted M = 2.92, weighted SD = 1.17) and 

“Terrorism is a threat to my national security” (M = 4.03, SD = .97, weighted M = 4.02, weighted 

SD = 1.00). These items were also correlated (r = .44, p < .001), but as they reflect different 

psychological distances and were used to control for climate threat variables, they were also 

treated as separate variables. 

Perceived Control  

To capture perceived control, the three items from the World Assumptions Scale (WAS) 

controllability subscale were rated on a scale of 1 (Strongly disagree) to 5 (Strongly agree): “If 

people took preventive actions, most misfortune could be avoided” (M = 3.41, SD = .92, 

weighted M = 3.34, weighted SD = .95), “Through our actions we can prevent bad things from 

happening to us” (M = 3.23, SD = .96, weighted M = 3.22, weighted SD = 1.00), and “When bad 

things happen, it is typically because people have not taken the necessary actions to protect 

themselves” (M = 2.82, SD = .94, weighted M = 2.77, weighted SD = .99) The mean of these 
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three items served as our measure of perceived control (M = 3.15, SD = .78, weighted M = 3.11, 

weighted SD = .79, alpha = .71). 

Justice Beliefs 

To measure perceived justice of the world, three items from the WAS justice subscale 

were rated on a scale of 1 (Strongly disagree) to 5 (Strongly agree): “Generally, people deserve 

what they get in this world” (M = 2.89, SD = .93, weighted M = 2.90, weighted SD =.96), “By 

and large, good people get what they deserve in this world” (M = 3.01, SD = .93, weighted M = 

3.01, weighted SD = .95) and “People will experience good fortune if they themselves are good” 

(M = 3.07, SD = .97, weighted M = 3.09, weighted SD = 1.01; alpha = .72). 

Pro-Environmental Behavior  

Participants reported whether they engaged in eight different pro-environmental 

behaviors including supporting environmental organizations, recycling different materials, and 

reducing energy use. The number of behaviors that they performed out of the eight possible 

served as a measure of environmental behavior, ranging from 0 to 1 (M = .42, SD = .26, 

weighted M = .41, weighted SD = .26).  

Political Ideology 

Participants rated their political ideology on a 7-point scale from 1 “Extremely 

conservative” to 7 “Extremely liberal” (M = 3.79, SD = 1.43, weighted M = 3.84, weighted SD = 

1.41). 

Demographics  

Participants were 47% female (n = 445) and ranged from 18 to 91 years of age (M = 

46.35, SD = 16.14, weighted M = 46.07, weighted SD = 16.21). Race was categorized as 5 

groups: White (76%, weighted 69%), Black (7%, weighted 11%), Latinx (11%, weighted 13%), 
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Multiracial (3%, weighted 1%) and Other (3%, weighted 5%). Socioeconomic status was 

indexed using annual income (M = $53,044.40, SD = $39,161.57, weighted M = $48,293.43, 

weighted SD = $37,284.83) and was standardized for model estimation. 

Model Specification 

 Using a structural equation modeling approach, we tested the relationships between threat 

assessments, perceived control, and environmental behavior using the lavaan software package 

for R. Data were weighted to adjust for probability of selection, response bias, and other forms of 

error, and adjusted to match demographics of the U.S. population according to census data. In 

order to make inferences that are generalizable to the population, analyses used post-

stratification weights and all models adjusted for demographic variables. 

Perceived Control  

We modeled perceived control as a function of the four threat perception items—climate 

change and terrorism threats to personal and national security (see Figure 3). Analyses adjusted 

for demographics and perceived terrorism threat—the only other threat in the survey measured in 

the same way as climate change—to account for the individual’s general feelings of threat and 

concern unrelated to climate change. If a participant reported high threats from both sources, this 

may indicate a tendency toward pessimism or overestimating risk to the self or national security. 

In this example, perceived control may be negatively associated with risk and threat appraisals in 

general and not climate change per se. Including terrorism threat in the model accounted for 

variance related to other global threats and minimized the likelihood of spuriously attributing 

effects of general threat perceptions to climate change threat.  
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Figure 3 

Model 1: Perceived Control, Threats, and Pro-Environmental Behavior  

 
Note. Demographics include age, gender, race, political ideology and socioeconomic status. 

 

Although the WAS was designed to capture changes in beliefs about the world in relation 

to trauma, past research does not show a relationship between the controllability beliefs subscale 

and PTSD symptoms (Elklit et al., 2007), so negative life events and PTSD symptoms were not 

included in the model in favor of parsimony.  

Pro-Environmental Behavior  

Environmental behavior was modeled as a function of environmental threats to personal 

and national security, perceived control, and political ideology while adjusting for demographics.  

Alternative Explanations 

The controllability subscale of the WAS is related to—and correlated with—perceptions 

of justice in the world although they represent distinct factors (Elklit et al., 2007). In past 

research, belief in a just world has been shown to conflict with the momentous threat of climate 

change, such that those who believe that the world is a just and orderly place are more likely to 
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disregard more threatening climate change messages because they conflict with those beliefs 

(Feinberg & Willer, 2011). As such, a negative relationship between perceived control and 

climate change beliefs may be a function of this third variable: (1) belief in a just world promotes 

climate change skepticism because the threat does not fit in with those schematic beliefs and (2) 

belief in a just world is positively associated with control beliefs.  

Alternatively, threat perceptions may be a function of perceived control, the opposite 

directionality of our primary model. Because perceived control is also a valued belief, perceived 

control may function in a similar way to belief in a just world, causing individuals with more 

perceived control to reject catastrophic climate change because it conflicts with their perception 

that the world is controllable. Research on threat appraisals and coping also supports this 

directionality, as perceived inability to effectively avoid a threat is associated with avoiding and 

rejecting the threat (e.g., Ruiter et al., 2003).  

To eliminate these alternative explanations, we performed two secondary analyses: first, 

we controlled for the justice beliefs subscale of the WAS by modeling it as a predictor of both 

environmental threats and perceived control (Model 2; see Figure 4). In this way we tested 

whether justice beliefs influence climate change threat perceptions and, if so, whether adjusting 

for that relationship meaningfully changes the relationship between climate threat and perceived 

control. Second, we tested reverse causation by modeling climate threat as a function of 

perceived control, and environmental actions as a function of both control and climate threat 

(Model 3; see Figure 5). These models were evaluated by comparing fit indices to our primary 

model and whether the estimates for the key relationships (e.g., just world beliefs to threat in 

Model 2, perceived control to threat in Model 3) were significant. 
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Figure 4 

Model 2: Belief in a Just World as a Confounding Variable 

 

 
Note. Demographics include age, gender, race, political ideology and socioeconomic status. 

 

Figure 5 

Model 3: Climate Change Threat Regressed on Perceived Control  

 
Note. Demographics include age, gender, race, political ideology and socioeconomic status. 
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Results 

Model Fit 

Model 1 was an exact fit to the data (robust χ2(2) = 5.29, p = .26). Some evidence 

suggests that many common fit indices may be biased when estimating models with a weighted 

sample (Bollen et al., 2013). Bollen and colleagues (2013) suggest that these errors are less likely 

in simple models like those in this study and more common in more complex structures, 

particularly hierarchical and latent variable models. We chose to calculate robust fit statistics, 

further decreasing the possibility of bias (Gao et al., 2020). Statistics indicated a good fit (Robust 

RMSEA = .04, Robust CFI = .95). As an additional check, the standardized root mean squared 

residual (robust SRMR = .007) also surpassed the common .05 benchmark for excellent fit (Hu 

& Bentler, 1999).  

Perceived Control  

Perceived control was not associated with climate change threat to national security (b = 

0.05, z = 1.50, p = .13, 95% CI = [-0.01, 0.13]), but was negatively associated with climate threat 

to personal security (b = -0.08, z = -1.99, p = .04, 95% CI = [-0.16, -0.002]) when adjusting for 

demographics and the threat of terrorism to national and personal security (b = 0.09, z = 3.14, p = 

.006, 95% CI = [0.02, 0.14]; and b = 0.03, z = 0.96, p = .33, 95% CI = [-0.02, 0.08], 

respectively). Similar associations were also observed in simple bivariate correlations; personal 

climate change threat was negatively correlated with control (r = -.08, p = .03), while national 

threat was not (r = -.02, p = .41).  See Table 1 for complete model estimates.  
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Table 1 

Model 1 SEM Estimates by Dependent Variable 

 95% CI  

Env’t Behavior b LL UL p 

Perceived Control  0.22 0.05 0.38 .010 

Climate National  0.13 -0.05 0.32 .175 

Climate Personal  0.11 -0.08 0.30 .263 

Liberal  0.16 0.06 0.26 .001 

Age  0.02 0.01 0.02 < .001 

Income (Std.)  0.46 0.29 0.61 < .001 

Female  0.19 -0.08 0.45 .181 

Hispanic  0.09 -0.25 0.43 .597 

Black -0.41 -0.73 -0.07 .015 

Multiracial  0.82 -1.31 2.96 .450 

Other Race -0.09 -0.57 0.38 .704 
 

Perceived Control 
    

Climate National  0.05 -0.01  0.13 .134 

Climate Personal -0.08 -0.16 -0.00 .046 

Terror National  0.09  0.02  0.14 .006 

Terror Personal  0.03 -0.02  0.08 .335 

Liberal -0.04 -0.07  0.00 .066 

Age  0.00 -0.01  0.01 .229 

Income (Std.)  0.00 -0.05  0.05 .967 

Female -0.21 -0.31 -0.11 < .001 

Hispanic  0.08 -0.05  0.21 .269 

Black  0.12 -0.01  0.26 .085 

Multiracial -0.21 -1.14  0.72 .654 

Other Race  0.11 -0.07  0.29 .238 

Note. Gender and race variables were dummy coded (0 = male; race reference group is white).  

 

Pro-Environmental Behavior  

Pro-environmental behavior was regressed on perceived control, climate threat measures, 

political ideology, and demographics. The more controllable participants perceived the world to 

be, the more pro-environmental behavior they reported [b = 0.22, z = 2.57, p = .01, 95% CI = 
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(0.05, 0.38)].  Liberal political ideology was also positively associated with pro-environmental 

behaviors [b = 0.16, z = 3.18, p = .001, 95% CI = (0.06, 0.26)].  

Neither national nor personal climate change threat was associated with pro-

environmental behavior directly, although estimates were positive [national: b = 0.13, z = 1.36, p 

= .17, 95% CI = (-0.05, 0.32); personal: b = 0.11, z = 0.79, p = .26, 95% CI = (-0.08, 0.30)]. 

However, bivariate correlations showed a significant positive relationship between behavior and 

climate threat, both personal (r = .12, p < .001) and national (r = .14, p < .001). This suggests 

that the lack of significance for the two predictors may be due to the multicollinearity between 

the two measures, which can increase standard errors and probability values. To test this 

possibility, when our model was modified to retain national climate change threat—which was 

closer to significance—and we removed personal climate change threat as a predictor of 

environmental behavior, national threat strongly predicted environmental behavior [b = 0.22, z = 

4.24, p < .001, 95% CI (0.12, 0.32)]. 

Indirect and Total Effects. To assess the practical and theoretical implications of the 

path model, indirect and total effects were calculated for our independent variables of interest. 

Personal climate change threats had a marginal negative indirect effect on behavior through 

control beliefs (b = -0.02, z = -1.68, p = .09, 95% CI = [-0.04, 0.003]), which, when summed 

with direct effects, resulted in a positive but insignificant total effect (b = 0.06, z = 0.60, p = .54, 

95% CI = [-0.13, 0.26]). On the other hand, perceived climate change threat to the nation did not 

have an indirect effect on behavior through control beliefs (b =0.01, z = 1.28, p = .19, 95% CI = 

[-0.01, 0.03]), but when summed with direct effects, resulted in a marginally positive total effect 

(b = 0.16, z = 1.69, p = .09, 95% CI = [-0.02, 0.36]).   
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Alternative Models  

In Model 2, we tested whether a third variable, just world beliefs, was biasing estimates 

of the relationship between climate threat and control beliefs (see Figure 4). In this model, the 

just world beliefs scale was not associated with climate change threat to national security (b = -

0.08, z = -1.56, p = .11, 95% CI = [ -0.17, 0.02]) but was marginally negatively associated with 

the threat to personal security (b = -0.09, z = -1.84, p = .06, 95% CI = [ -0.18, 0.006]). The key 

estimates of the perceived control regression did not meaningfully change; personal threat of 

climate change remained negatively associated with control (b =-0.05, z = -2.75, p = .006, 95% 

CI = [-0.08, -0.01]), while national threat’s estimate remained similar but reached significance (b 

= 0.05, z = 3.34, p = .001, 95% CI = [0.02, 0.08]). Model fit indices indicated a poor fit, so this 

model was rejected (CFI = .27, RMSEA = .26). See Table 2 for complete alternative model 

estimates. 
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Table 2 

Alternative Model Estimates by Dependent Variable 

 Model 2  Model 3 

  
 

95% CI 
  

95% CI 
 

Env’t Behavior b LL UL   p b LL UL   p 

Perceived Control 0.22 0.05 0.38   .010 0.22 0.05 0.38   .010 

Climate National 0.13 0.03 0.23   .008 0.13 0.03 0.23   .010 

Climate Personal 0.11 0.01 0.21   .001 0.11 0.01 0.21   .032 

Liberal 0.17 0.06 0.26   .001 0.16 0.06 0.26   .001 

Age 0.02 0.01 0.02 < .001 0.02 0.01 0.02 < .001 

Income (Std.) 0.45 0.29 0.61 < .001 0.46 0.29 0.61 < .001 

Female 0.18 -0.09 0.44   .201 0.19 -0.08 0.45   .179 

Hispanic 0.08 -0.25 0.42   .636 0.09 -0.24 0.43   .596 

Black -0.41 -0.74 -0.07    .015 -0.41 -0.74 -0.07   .015 

Multiracial 0.82 -1.32 2.97   .453 0.82 -1.31 2.96   .450 

Other Race -0.10 -0.56 0.37   .681 -0.09 -0.56 0.37   .698 
 

Perceived Control 

 
  

  
  

 

Climate National  0.05  0.02  0.08    .001     

Climate Personal -0.05 -0.08 -0.01   .006     

Terror National  0.05  0.00  0.09   .027  0.09  0.03  0.15   .003 

Terror Personal  0.00 -0.03  0.04   .888  0.01 -0.04  0.06   .708 

Liberal -0.04 -0.07 -0.01   .014 -0.04 -0.08 -0.01   .029 

Age  0.00  0.00  0.00   .813  0.00 -0.01  0.00   .233 

Income (Std.) -0.01 -0.05  0.03   .736  0.00 -0.05  0.05   .954 

Female -0.14 -0.21 -0.05   .001 -0.21 -0.31 -0.11 < .001 

Hispanic  0.00 -0.10  0.11   .984  0.07 -0.06  0.20   .304 

Black -0.02 -0.12  0.08   .736  0.13 -0.01  0.27   .081 

Multiracial -0.07 -0.84  0.70   .856 -0.22 -1.16  0.72   .649 

Other Race -0.04 -0.19  0.11   .649  0.09 -0.09  0.26   .349 

Just World  0.61  0.56  0.66 < .001     

 

Climate Personal 
        

Just World -0.09 -0.18 0.00  .066     

Perceived Control     -0.08 -0.19 0.03 .156 
 

Climate National         

Just World -0.08 -0.17 0.02  .119     

Perceived Control     -0.04 -0.15 0.07 .499 

Note. Gender and race variables were dummy coded (0 = male; race reference group is white).  
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In Model 3, we tested whether perceived control in the world predicted climate change 

threat, the reverse direction of our primary model (see Figure 5). Control did not predict climate 

change’s threat to neither national nor personal security [b = -0.04, z = -0.68, p = .49, 95% CI = 

(-0.15, 0.07); and b = -0.08, z = -1.42, p = .15, 95% CI = (-0.19, 0.03), respectively]. In addition, 

model fit indices indicated a poor fit, so this model was also rejected (CFI = .001, robust 

RMSEA = .27, see Table 3).  

 

Table 3 

Study 1 SEM Fit Statistics 

Fit Indices Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

χ2 3.75 1562.7 1576.69 

CFI 0.99 0.27 0.07 

TLI 0.83 -0.52 -0.85 

RMSEA 0.03 0.26 0.27 

Scaled χ2 3.68(2)  
p = .159 

1198.03(24) 

p < .001 

1196.99(23)  

p < .001 

 

 

Discussion 

 This study used a nationally representative sample to illustrate the relationship between 

climate change threat and perceptions of the world as a place with controllable outcomes, and, in 

turn, how those beliefs relate to climate change action. As predicted, the effects of the perceived 

climate change threats varied by their psychological distance. The personal threat of climate 

change was associated with less perceived control in the world, while threat to the nation was 

not. As hypothesized, perceived control was positively associated with pro-environmental 

behavior, which resulted in a marginal negative indirect effect of personal threat on behavior 
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through reduced control beliefs. Contrary to our predictions, neither threat was directly 

associated with pro-environmental action. Although the effect of neither climate change threat 

variable reached statistical significance, they both had positive estimates, so the lack of 

significance was likely due to the multicollinearity between the two measures, which increases 

standard errors and probability values.  

Our findings adjusted for a comparable threat, terrorism’s threat to the nation and the self. 

National threat of terrorism was positively associated with perceived control, but personal threat 

of terrorism showed no significant relationship with control. This disparity between the threats of 

terrorism and climate change may be a function of the unique nature of climate change threat. 

Climate change is a threat of global proportions that is larger than a human adversary, has the 

potential to cause many casualties, and requires coordinated global cooperation to overcome, 

which may make it more threatening to control than other dangers like terrorism. 

The decision to operationalize and analyze perceptions of climate change risk to personal 

and national security as two dimensions was guided by theory and past research, but may have 

introduced practical limitations to the analyses. General and personal threat perceptions have 

been shown to be statistically distinct factors with distinct antecedents; for example, knowledge 

about climate change is associated with more concern at a society level, but not on a personal 

level (van der Linden, 2015). However, in this research, the two items were strongly correlated, 

which can increase standard errors and probability values of regression estimates. In the 

regression predicting feelings of control, estimates of the effects of both climate change risk 

perceptions were consistent with predictions and similar to simple bivariate correlations, 

suggesting that these estimates were likely not biased by multicollinearity. However, in 

estimating pro-environmental behavior, probability values for the risk measure coefficients did 
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not reach significance when both measures were included in the model but did when one was 

omitted. In this case, the multicollinearity between the two measures likely obscured the true 

effects. Although these estimates were not central to the study, future research attempting to 

demonstrate the relationship between the two dimensions of climate change threat and pro-

environmental behavior should be sure to avoid multicollinearity as much as possible in model 

specification and measurement. 

In examining the two measures of climate threat in tandem, our analyses converge with 

past research on concern and behavior; a more dire threat does not necessarily equate to more 

eco-friendly action. This analysis provides preliminary evidence for the important role of 

perceived control; climate concern is positively associated with behavior, but more threat—and 

personal immediacy—is associated with less perceived control, which may hinder environmental 

behavior. This study highlighted a new potential mechanism that can help explain inaction when 

climate change is perceived as threatening.  

On a superficial level, our results run somewhat in contrast to past research showing that 

people feel they are more able to control climate change the more threatening it is (Milfont, 

2012). However, this study’s findings used a different facet and construal of perceived control. 

Control was not related to climate change explicitly or through the design of the study. The items 

of interest were part of a long survey and likely were not readily construed as related to the items 

measuring climate change threat. In this way, we avoided motivated cognitions that may have 

caused climate change attitudes or concern to increase reported control in that domain (Hornsey 

et al., 2015). In addition, the measure was not explicitly related to personal control. Instead, we 

measured a related form of perceived control: a general perception of agentic cause and effect in 
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the world. In doing so, we aimed to avoid illusory control perceptions to document the threat of 

climate change to perceived control. 

Although directly measuring pro-environmental behavior is preferable to self-report 

measures, the measure used in this study follows accepted best practices (Lange & Dewitte, 

2019). Multiple items were used in order to reliably approximate the latent construct—

propensity to engage in pro-environmental behavior. The items were dichotomous, which 

minimized subjective interpretations that can potentially confound scores: for example, recycling 

“very often” may connote different frequencies to different people. Although a self-reported pro-

environmental behavior measure inherently limits the inferences that can be drawn from the 

study, it allowed us to measure the construct and its associations in a nationally representative 

sample. 

This study was limited by its correlational nature. Using SEM techniques, the covariance 

structure of the data showed that climate change threat was better modeled as a predictor of 

perceived control than as an outcome. However, directionality of the effects cannot be explicitly 

inferred from this study. Without random assignment to experimental conditions, unmeasured 

third variables related to both climate threat and control, such as trait pessimism, may have 

biased the results. In the following studies, we used experimental approaches to more confidently 

infer causality and directionality of the effect of climate change threat on perceived control. 

Study 2 

In Study 2, we experimentally tested whether a dire climate change message threatened 

feelings of control and spurred a motivation for control. Previous research has shown 

compensatory control responses in a variety of ways, including messages that were intended to 

reduce a sense of control (e.g., Rothschild et al., 2012), writing tasks (e.g., Rutjens et al., 2010), 
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or through a variety of real-world correlational data (e.g., Kay et al., 2008). In this study, we 

measured the loss of control and the compensatory control motivation from a dire climate change 

message relative to an equally threatening control condition, both of which were adapted from 

real-world communications to the public.  

Crucially, this study was divided into two parts; in Study 2A, we measured the loss of 

control, and in Study 2B, we measured the motivation for control. Although a single study 

documenting both the loss of control and the resulting motivation would be compelling, the 

nature of control motivations made this impractical. Past research shows that an acute motivation 

for control can be satisfied by affirming control in a variety of ways, including survey questions 

(Rothschild et al., 2012). For example, after a loss of perceived control, participants who were 

able to assert structure upon their environment by sorting items into categories did not 

subsequently show a preference for structure, whereas those who merely counted the items did 

(Cutright et al., 2013). By asking participants about their feelings of control, it is possible that we 

would have allowed them to reaffirm their control (e.g., Milfont, 2012), spuriously suppressing 

effects on our main dependent measure of control motivation. Therefore, we used Study 2A to 

ensure that the experimental conditions were equivalent in threat and negative affect and to 

measure the effects on control perceptions. In Study 2B, we used the same manipulations to 

measure control motivations.  

Given the politicized nature of climate change, this particular control threat may exert a 

differential effect based on political ideology because of its strong relationship with climate 

change beliefs. As outlined in the literature review, those who are more invested in a domain 

may be more likely to engage in compensatory control when control over that domain is 

threatened (McCright & Dunlap, 2011). If an individual does not have any interest in an 
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outcome, taking away control over that outcome may be less threatening and elicit less 

compensation. Generally more concerned about climate change, liberals may have more personal 

investment in its control, and therefore may be threatened more by a loss of control in that 

domain.  

Political ideology may also change how participants appraise climate change 

communications. Insofar as they believe that climate change is not a problem, they may reject 

disconfirming information, regardless of its strength (Taber & Lodge, 2016; Kappes et al., 2020). 

In fact, statistical modeling of opinions in social networks suggests that interactions with those 

whose opinions are discordant actually “repulses” people toward the opposing viewpoint (Del 

Vicario et al., 2017). Accordingly, an interaction was modeled with political ideology to test 

whether political ideology attenuates the loss of control and control motivation.  

The way in which different ideologies compensate for this specific threat to control may 

be fundamentally different. In general, political ideology guides which compensatory control 

strategies are chosen and, more generally, what constitutes a source of control; for example, 

firearms are a source of control for conservatives but chaos for liberals (Ponce de Leon & Kay, 

2020). As conservatives tend to be more skeptical of the dangers of climate change, they may be 

more likely to bolster control perceptions that confirm their beliefs: for example, placing more 

faith in scientific solutions to the problem is a source of control that also minimizes the danger, 

confirming existing skepticism of the threat. In addition, insofar as social identities are salient, 

in-group norms may guide behavior and cognitions. For example, after an equivalent loss to 

perceived control, liberals who consider themselves environmentalists may be more likely to 

overestimate their personal efficacy in the domain of climate change if they believe individual 

action is a tenet of that social identity. Although this discussion is theoretical, to avoid an 
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outcome measure that is inadvertently associated with previous beliefs or our individual 

difference moderator, we used an apolitical control motivation measure, pattern perception in 

random events. In this way, we aimed to measure the motivation itself, independent of the 

individuals’ beliefs or identities.  

We hypothesized that climate change threat would be associated with a loss in perceived 

personal control and a subsequent motivation to restore control, relative to a comparable threat. 

Given the state of the research outlined in the literature review, we present two competing 

hypotheses regarding moderation. First, although a dire climate change message may be 

approached with skepticism from more conservative participants and feel less threatening, 

conservative ideology is associated with increased sensitivity to threats, both physical and 

epistemic, such as threats to control or predictability (Jost et al., 2003). Given the scope and 

gravity of the purported consequences, we hypothesized increased threat sensitivity to act in 

opposition to differences in skepticism and social identity, resulting in a null moderating effect 

of political ideology. Therefore, we hypothesized that the control loss and control motivation 

from a dire climate change message will be consistent across political ideology. Second, 

construal of a climate change message likely differs across ideologies. As climate change is not a 

novel issue, personal beliefs and attitudes have developed over time. If more conservative 

participants did not believe the climate change message, they did not find the passage 

threatening, regardless of their motivation for safety. Furthermore, if they did experience a 

control loss but the issue was not personally important, the threat would not elicit a 

compensatory control motivation. Therefore, as a competing hypothesis, we predicted that 

ideology would moderate the relationship between condition and the dependent variables, such 
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that after reading a dire climate change message, more conservative participants would 

experience less control loss and less motivation for control than more liberal participants.  

Study 2A 

Method 

Participants. One hundred and thirty-seven participants (1–B = .8, d =.5) were recruited 

via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. To eliminate automated responses and those who did not read 

the manipulation, participants were asked to write one sentence about the subject of the passage, 

which eliminated 13 responses (n = 124).  

Procedure. Participants were randomly assigned to read a passage about dire climate 

change or a control passage about the dangers of driving. Both passages were approximately 400 

words long (see Appendix A). The dire climate change passage was adapted from an article in 

The Huffington Post depicting climate change as an impending global catastrophe (Mosbergen, 

2016): “The Global Humanitarian Forum recently painted a grim portrait of the human toll 

inflicted by Earth's gradual rise in temperature: 26 million people displaced, $125 billion in 

annual economic losses and more than 300,000 yearly deaths, as climate change speeds 

desertification and magnifies scourges from malnutrition to flooding.” The control condition was 

compiled from two Center for Disease Control reports about the risks of car accidents from 

distracted and impaired driving (Center for Disease Control, 2020a; 2020b). These reports 

included statistics about the millions injured each year:  

“Each day, more than 9 people are killed due to distracted driving [...] Studies 

show that 1 out of 3 people still text while driving. These people not only 

endanger themselves but each and every person who gets behind the wheel. […] 
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With people driving under the influence of alcohol and out of control, there is 

little that drivers can do to avoid the risks of the road.”  

The original reports included information about how to avoid dangers on the road, but 

these were minimized in the compiled passage to approximate the climate change threat passage. 

After reading their assigned article, participants completed an attention check, asking them what 

the passage was about. Any mention of the topic was ground for inclusion. They then completed 

measures of threat, negative affect, and control with all items in randomized order, followed by 

demographics including political ideology. 

Perceived Personal Control. Participants rated two items on a 7-point scale, adapted 

from the Mastery Scale (Pearlin et al., 1981; as used in Goode et al., 2014): “This article reminds 

me that I can control my fate” (1 = “Strongly Disagree,” 7 = “Strongly Agree”; M = 3.97, SD = 

1.80) and “This article reminds me that I have little control over what happens in my life” 

(reverse-coded; M = 3.31, SD = 1.64). The mean of the two items served as a measure of 

perceived personal control (r = 0.13, M = 3.64, SD = 1.30). 

Threat. Participants rated five items to assess the threat and affect elicited by the articles: 

“This article makes me feel scared” (1 = “Strongly Disagree,” 7 = “Strongly Agree”; M = 4.68, 

SD = 1.83), nervous (M = 4.64, SD = 1.77), happy (M = 2.84, SD = 2.08), anxious (M = 4.77, SD 

= 1.77), and “This article is threatening” (M = 4.50, SD = 1.79). 

Political Ideology. To measure political ideology, a one-item measure asked, “What is 

the extent to which you consider yourself to be a liberal or a conservative on most political and 

social issues?” Participants responded on a 7-point scale from “Extremely liberal” to “Extremely 

conservative” (M = 3.68, SD = 1.89). 
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Results  

Critically, all measures of threat and affect did not vary across conditions, illustrated in 

Figure 6. Both passages were equivalent in the degree to which they made the participants feel 

scared [t(122.84) = 0.26, p = .79], anxious [t(121) = 0.50, p = .61], nervous [t(119.86) = 0.41, p = 

.68], happy [t(121.91) = 0.69, p = .48], and threatened [t(122) = 1.26, p = .20]. When examined 

as a composite score, the climate change passage was not associated with a difference in the 

mean of the five items (happiness reverse-coded) relative to the dangerous driving control 

passage [M = 4.79, SD = 1.40 and M = 4.75, SD = 1.22, respectively; t(115.72) = 0.15, p = .87, 

95% CI (0.43, -0.50)]. 
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Figure 6 

Mean Differences in Control and Threat Measures by Experimental Condition in Study 2A 

 
      *p < .05  

 

Perceived Personal Control. To assess how dire messaging affects perceptions of 

personal control, we used an independent samples t-test to analyze mean differences between the 

two experimental conditions. Perceived personal control was significantly lower after the climate 

change passage (M = 3.39, SD = 1.30) than the control passage about the dangers of driving [M = 

3.86, SD = 1.29; t(121.36) = 2.01, p = .04, 95% CI (0.01, 0.92)].  
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When controlling for political ideology in a linear regression, the climate change 

condition remained negatively associated with perceived personal control [b = -0.50, t(120) = -

2.21, p = .02, 95% CI (-0.95, -0.05)], while conservative ideology was associated with more 

perceived control across conditions [b = 0.13, t(120) = 2.27, p = .02, 95% CI (0.01, 0.25)]. To 

test whether climate change’s threat to perceived control varied as a function of political 

ideology, control was regressed on condition, political ideology, and their interaction. In the 

linear regression testing political ideology as a moderator of our effects, the interaction term did 

not predict perceptions of control [b = 0.10, t(119) = 0.89, p = .37, 95% CI (-0.13, 0.34)]; the 

loss of perceived control in response to the climate change article did not significantly vary by 

liberal-conservative ideology (see Figure 7).  
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Figure 7 

Estimated Marginal Means of Perceived Personal Control Regressed on the Interaction of 

Condition and Politics 

 Interestingly, political ideology did moderate the relationship between condition and 

threat in a linear regression. Although the means of the perceived threat of each passage were 

equivalent when collapsing across ideology, more conservative participants rated the climate 

change passage as less threatening relative to the driving passage in the 5-item measure than 

more liberal participants, as shown in Figure 8 [b = -0.41, t(117) = -3.52, p < .001, 95% CI (-

0.65, -0.18)]. Differences in threat partially explained differences in perceived control. A 

structural equation model estimated significant indirect effects on perceived personal control 

through threat for both climate change condition and its interaction with conservative ideology [b 

= -0.49, z = -2.01, p = .04, 95% CI (-0.96, -0.13) and b = 0.12, z = 2.04, p = .04, 95% CI (.006, 
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0.25), respectively]. However, the total effect of the political ideology interaction (indirect and 

direct effects combined) was not significant [b = 0.14, z = 1.23, p = .21, 95% CI (-0.08, 0.32)]. 

When accounting for this variance, the total effect of condition remained significant, and was 

estimated to be larger than in the model without moderation [b = -1.00, z = -2.12, p = .03, 95% 

CI (-1.92, -0.07)]. 

 

Figure 8 

Estimated Marginal Means of Composite Threat Score Regressed on the Interaction of Condition 

and Political Ideology 
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Study 2B 

In a preregistered online experiment, we tested whether climate change threat results in 

an increase in motivation for control, and whether that effect was moderated by political 

ideology (https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=44cu75). In Study 2A, we found evidence that 

individuals perceive a loss of personal control in response to a dire climate change message. 

Study 2B extended those findings by testing whether reading a dire climate change message was 

also associated with an increased motivation for control.  

An essential component of this study, with an eye to messaging and communication, is 

whether the key individual difference of political ideology moderates the motivation for control 

in response to the control threat of dangerous climate change. In addition to differences in 

support of environmental causes, liberals and conservatives may compensate for control in 

different ways (Ponce de Leon & Kay, 2020). Therefore, we tested the motivation for control 

with an apolitical measure, illusory pattern perception.  

As outlined in the literature review, the motivation for control not only manifests in the 

social world but also in broadly seeking structure and agency in one’s environment (for a meta-

analysis, see Landau et al., 2015). When people are motivated for control, they imbue arbitrary 

and unrelated events with more patterns and motive (Waytz et al., 2010). Just as participants 

motivated for control may attribute more agency to a controlling God or government to reaffirm 

external control (Kay et al., 2008), or more agency to their own superstitious actions that are 

unrelated to outcomes (Keinan, 2002), they perceive more agency in randomness. The 

motivation for control is associated with more causal attributions between unrelated events, 

seeing more images in noise, and perceiving more illusory correlations (Whitson & Galinsky, 

2008). In turn, perceiving patterns and structure reaffirms perceived control and increases goal-
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directed behavior (Kay et al., 2014). In this study, we document the motivation for control with a 

validated measure of illusory pattern perception, perceiving patterns in sequences of random coin 

flips (van Prooijen et al., 2018).  

After the same experimental conditions as Study 2A (reading about the dangers climate 

change or auto accidents), participants completed a validated measure of control motivations, the 

degree to which participants perceive a random sequence to be predetermined.  

Method 

Participants. Using CloudResearch (previously known as TurkPrime), a participant 

recruitment platform for Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, 200 participants were recruited, for a 

power of 1-B = .8 (d = .4). CloudResearch was used because participants can be filtered by a 

variety of demographic variables, including country and political ideology, while providing a 

subject pool that is geographically diverse (Peer et al., 2017). In order to maximize statistical 

power and inference, half of the participants recruited identified themselves as conservative and 

half liberal. All participants were from the United States to avoid differences in political 

ideology by location. Participants were paid $.80 for less than 5 minutes (M = 3:53), equivalent 

to a mean of $12.36 per hour (minimum $9.60/hour). To eliminate automated responses and 

those who did not read the manipulation, participants were asked to write one sentence about the 

subject of the passage. As stated in the preregistration, any mention of the topic of the article was 

grounds for inclusion. This eliminated four responses, and two were eliminated for failing to 

complete all measures in the survey (n = 194). Of the remaining participants, 95 were in the 

climate change condition, 99 were in the driving condition and 99 were liberal and 95 were 

conservative.  
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Procedure. Participants were randomized to one of two experimental conditions, reading 

about climate change threat or a negative affect control passage about the dangers of driving, 

described in detail in Study 2A (see Appendix A). After the manipulation, they completed the 

attention check followed by the control motivation measure. The study concluded with 

demographic information, including political ideology, age, and gender. 

Illusory Pattern Perception. Participants completed an 11-item measure of illusory 

pattern perception (from van Prooijen et al., 2018). Using www.random.org, we randomized a 

sequence of 100 coin flips comprised of 50 heads and 50 tails. The 100 flips were then divided 

into ten smaller sequences of ten. Participants were presented with images of each 10-flip 

sequence, one sequence at a time, and asked to what extent they believe that the sequence shown 

is random or predetermined on a 7-point scale (1 = completely random, 7 = completely 

predetermined). After answering the question, they were presented with the next 10-flip 

sequence. After evaluating the 10th and final sequence, participants were then asked to consider 

all of the sequences as a whole and rate the degree to which the entire sequence of 100 flips was 

random or predetermined. The mean of the 11 items served as the measure of illusory pattern 

perception (M = 3.37, SD = 1.26, alpha = .89).  

Political Ideology. To measure political ideology, a one-item measure asked, “What is 

the extent to which you consider yourself to be a liberal or a conservative on most political and 

social issues?” Participants responded on a 7-point scale from “Extremely liberal” to “Extremely 

conservative” (M = 3.59, SD = 2.00). 

Results 

 In an independent samples t-test, illusory pattern perception was greater after reading 

about dire climate change than dangerous driving [M = 3.59, SD = 1.28 and M = 3.18, SD = 1.22, 
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respectively; t(193.24) = 2.26, p = .02, 95% CI (.05, .75)]. When simple effects of political 

ideology were included in the model, climate change remained positively associated with finding 

patterns in the random coin flips [b = 0.39, t(192) = 2.29, p = .02, 95% CI (0.05, 0.74)], as was 

political conservatism [b = 0.16, t(192) = 3.71, p < .001, 95% CI (0.07, 0.24)]. Finally, when 

including politics as a moderator in the regression model, the interaction coefficient was not 

significant [b = -0.01, t(191) = 0.15, p = .87, 95% CI (-0.18, 0.15)], indicating that the greater 

control motivation associated with the climate change threat did not vary by political ideology 

(see Figure 9).  

 

Figure 9 

Estimated Marginal Means of Illusory Pattern Perception Regressed on the Interaction of 

Condition and Politics 
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Discussion  

The results from these two studies suggest that reading about the dangers of climate 

change is associated with a decrease in perceived personal control and a motivation to restore it. 

Critically, political ideology did not moderate the effects. Neither loss of control nor motivation 

for control varied as an individual identified themselves as more liberal or conservative. 

However, more conservative participants perceived themselves as having more control 

regardless of condition. Conservative ideology was associated with identifying more patterns in 

random sequences across conditions, confirming the notion that conservatives tend to be more 

motivated by control in general (Jost et al., 2003). These findings are promising for the efforts to 

appeal to a desire for control through framing; if conservatives also experience an increased 

motivation for control following dire climate change messages, an appeal to that motivation will 

likely be effective for conservatives as well as liberals.  

The two experimental conditions elicited feelings of threat and negative affect equally. 

However, threat was moderated by political ideology, and although threat was negatively 

associated with control perceptions, this indirect effect did not result in a significant total effect. 

This may be due to a variety of factors mentioned previously; the issue may be more important 

to liberals, conservatives may be discounting or rejecting information that conflicts with their 

beliefs, or both groups are acting in line with valued social identities. Importantly, the loss of 

control was consistent across ideology, as was the motivation for control. 

The auto accident condition was chosen as a comparable threat because both dangers are 

widespread and have deadly consequences. Both conditions can be thought of as problems of 

collective action, in which the existential dangers resulting from behavior of others—

environmental inaction or texting while driving—are difficult to avoid as an individual. Perhaps 
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for this reason, the means of perceived control in both conditions were below the midpoint of the 

scale. However, the conditions differed in fundamental characteristics, which may make climate 

change distinctly threatening to personal control. For example, danger from automobiles is on a 

human scale as opposed to a global one, which may be perceived as more manageable 

(Cleveland et al., 2012). Most importantly, although completely avoiding the risk of accidents is 

almost impossible for many to avoid if their lives require driving, risk can theoretically be 

minimized by not driving or wearing a seatbelt and paying attention to the road. Even though 

roadways may be riddled with distracted, dangerous drivers as the passage suggests, driving is 

still an active activity in which drivers may believe they have control over their fates. The 

steering wheel is literally and figuratively in their hands. On the other hand, climate change 

impacts are inherently very difficult to avoid; short of relocating to a remote area, people are 

generally unable to avoid most consequences that may arise.  

The studies were limited by several factors, both unforeseen and anticipated. After 

participant exclusions were more numerous than expected, power to detect moderation may have 

been insufficient, particularly in Study 2A. However, whether political ideology moderated the 

key dependent variable of control motivation was tested in study 2B. In this study, the sample 

size of n = 193 provided power of 1 – B = .87 to detect a small interaction effect (f2 = .05). 

Although slightly less power than originally planned, this sample size was sufficient to 

confidently retain the null hypothesis that the motivation for control was consistent across 

ideologies. 

Because there was no truly neutral condition without any manipulation, or a measure of 

previous feelings of control, we cannot infer without a doubt the degree that the climate change 

passage decreased control perceptions relative to baseline; the auto accidents condition may have 
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increased control perceptions or decreased them to a lesser extent than climate change. However, 

the driving condition was compiled with this in mind and mentions of possible mitigating action 

were minimized to be consistent with the climate change condition. In addition, the studies were 

designed to maximize external validity, as both messages were adapted from real world 

materials. Although it is possible that the auto accident condition changed perceived control from 

baseline, that does not negate the lower levels after reading the climate change passage. With 

confidence, we can infer that relative to communications regarding auto accidents and equivalent 

threats, climate change messages are associated with less feelings of control and a greater 

motivation for control. 

Study 3 

In Study 3, we explored the practical implications of the motivation for control and a new 

modality for climate change communication. In Studies 1 and 2, the threat of climate change was 

associated with less perceptions of control and a greater motivation for control from other 

sources, even illusory patterns in random stimuli. In Study 3, we tested whether this motivation 

can also be leveraged as a way of increasing pro-environmental behavior. In Study 3A, we 

explored the relationship between the motivation for control and control framing. Specifically, 

we test whether control-framed climate appeals are more attractive to control-motivated 

individuals than more common appeals. In validating this relationship, we aimed to demonstrate 

that control framing is a viable way to appeal to those who are lacking in perceived control. In 

Study 3B, we used a preregistered big data field experiment to test the efficacy of these frames in 

vivo. 

Appealing to motivations can be done in a variety of ways, including message framing. 

Research on the congruency effect shows that subtle changes in framing are more persuasive if 
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they are consistent with individuals’ motivations (Hirsh et al., 2012; Sherman et al., 2006). In a 

study of framing effects in advertisements, Hirsh and colleagues (2012) found that preferences 

for advertisements tailored to each of the Big Five personality traits were distinctly correlated to 

each respective trait. For example, the advertisement claiming a cell phone was “designed to 

keep you safe and sound” appealed more to those higher in neuroticism due to their motivation 

for safety and attention to threats. With respect to climate change, past research shows that 

changing one word can greatly affect people’s endorsement of a message; for example, a carbon 

tax is unpopular with conservatives, but when that same fee is labelled as a carbon offset, the 

effect can be reversed (Hardisty et al., 2010). 

To achieve congruence with motivation, we test language that emphasizes personal 

control against two standard turns of phrase in climate communications, reducing emissions and 

taking action. These two frames were chosen for their prevalence and potential to be adapted to a 

control frame; appeals to reduce emissions or one’s carbon footprint are used in many 

informational communications about individual actions, from the New York Times (Albeck-

Ripka, 2019) to nonprofit organizations like The Nature Conservancy (What Is Your Carbon 

Footprint?, 2020). Calls to “take action” are used by almost every major conservation 

organization, including the United Nations (Martin, 2021), the World Wildlife Fund (World 

Wildlife Fund, 2020), and the majority of the hyperlinks to pro-environmental behavior on the 

Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) website (NRDC, 2021). In Study 3A, we contrast 

controlling emissions against reducing emissions and taking control of climate change against 

taking action.  

Although these are subtle distinctions, past research shows the ability of control related 

language to activate the semantic concept of control. When participants unscrambled sentences 
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with words related to a lack of control (e.g., uncontrollable and random), they compensated by 

attributing more control to personal (efficacy of superstitious behavior; Legare & Souza, 2014) 

and external sources (a controlling god; Kay et al., 2010) than participants who unscrambled 

sentences with negative words not associated with control (e.g., terrible). A similar unscrambling 

task with words related to structure (e.g., systematic), a form of epistemic control (Landau et al., 

2015), increased behavioral intentions to achieve personal goals, ostensibly due to an increase in 

perceived control (Kay et al., 2014). Importantly, in a pretest of the experimental materials, 

participants in the studies above did not identify any themes in the sentences. Although these 

studies used control-related words as experimental manipulations, they demonstrate the potential 

of these words to unconsciously activate the semantic concept of control or lack thereof. From 

these findings, we expect that semantic activation is also possible for control motivation 

outcomes, such that the activation of the concept may increase the appeal of control related 

words for those who are control motivated.  

We posit that control-framed language may also be more appealing to control-motivated 

individuals than reduce or action frames for differences on the conscious level of meaning and 

lexical semantics. First, control-framing emphasizes more influence over outcomes. For 

example, ‘control’ of one’s carbon footprint represents the ability to bidirectionally move 

emissions according to one’s will. ‘Reducing’ one’s footprint on the other hand, is unidirectional, 

which decreases theoretical agency in half, and does not make explicit the degree to which one 

will be able to align outcomes with intentions if they are successful. Action frames do not speak 

to outcome expectancies; ‘taking action’ emphasizes self-efficacy but does not suggest that those 

actions will produce the desired results. Second, the ideal of control framing is more proximal 

than reduction frames and other similar messages. The paragon of ‘reducing’ one’s emissions is 
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bringing them to zero, a distant horizon that most cannot realistically attain. The ideal of 

controlling one’s emissions is complete control, which may connote various targets: zero 

emissions for some, curtailing emissions that are out of control for others, and for others a 

realistic carbon footprint that includes environmental impacts at their discretion, such as 

occasional air travel. Finally, and most simply, the word ‘control’ is linguistically the exact 

signifier for what the control-motivated individual is seeking, therefore it may be more appealing 

regardless of subtle semantic differences.  

To test these frames in Study 3A, we used a recall writing task to increase or decrease 

perceptions of control and measured preference for control-framed appeals. In Study 3B, we use 

a preregistered online field experiment to test whether the motivation for control and 

corresponding message framing can be used to increase ‘green’ behavior.  

Study 3A 

To test the effects of control framing, we randomized participants to recall a personal 

experience in which they had either very little control or complete control. This task manipulates 

perceptions of personal control and has been shown to elicit the motivation for control.  

Although this approach uses control language in the manipulation to validate control language in 

our dependent variable, it avoids potential confounds that may result from trait measures. In this 

manipulation, demand characteristics are equal across conditions, with equivalent samples in 

each condition, which are not reliant on individual differences. After the manipulation, 

participants were presented with standard appeals or control framed appeals and indicated their 

preference. We hypothesized that participants who recalled an experience of low perceived 

control would show a greater preference for control framing than those who recalled an 

experience of high perceived control. 
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Method 

Participants. Using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, 127 participants (1-B = .8, d = .5, a 

medium effect size) were recruited in exchange for $.80. After excluding 32 participants for not 

completing all of the tasks, 95 participants remained (27 females, M age = 35.04).  

Procedure. Participants were randomized to the high or low control condition, in which 

they completed a validated manipulation of perceived personal control (Rutjens et al., 2010). 

They were provided the following writing prompt: “Please recall a particular incident in which 

something happened and you [did not have any/were in complete] control over the situation. 

Please describe the situation in which you felt [a complete lack of/in complete] control – what 

happened, how you felt, etc.” This procedure has been shown to successfully alter control 

perceptions independent of affect (Rutjens et al., 2010), which is generally found to be 

orthogonal to control (e.g., Kay et al., 2008); for example, a lack of control in one’s social life 

can elicit a control motivation even relative to a sense of control in one’s death, and vice-versa 

(e.g., Fritsche et al., 2008).  

After completing the recall task, participants were presented with two sets of 

advertisements, each comprised of two ads which were identical other than framing (shown 

below in Figure 10). Each set featured a photo of industrial smokestacks with clouds of pollution 

above them. Below the photo, one set read “[Take Action on/Take Control of] Carbon 

Emissions” (referred to as the action set), and the other (referred to as the reduce set) read 

“[Reduce/Control] fossil fuel pollution. Sign a petition here!” The two sets were presented in 

counterbalanced order. For each set, the two ad framings were labeled Advertisement A or B and 

placed one above the other, also in counterbalanced order. Participants were asked “Do you 
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prefer advertisement A or advertisement B?” and presented with a 5-point Likert scale (1 = “I 

strongly prefer advertisement A” to 5 = “I strongly prefer advertisement B”).  

 

Figure 10 

Advertisements in Study 3A 

A

 

B

 

C

 

D

 

 

Measures. To capture preference for control framing, Likert scales were coded so that 

higher scores represented a stronger preference for control framing. The mean of the action and 
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reduce advertisement scores (M = 2.85, SD = 1.52 and M = 3.07, SD = 1.50, respectively) served 

as a composite measure of control framing preference (M = 2.96, SD = 1.13). 

Results 

When averaging across the two ad sets, the low control condition was associated with a 

greater preference for control framing than the high control condition in an independent samples 

t-test, although the probability of the effect was marginal [M = 3.15 and M = 2.76, respectively; 

t(91.36) = 1.70, p = 0.09, 95% CI (-0.06, 0.84)]. When political ideology was adjusted for in a 

linear model, the effect held and the estimated difference between the two conditions increased 

slightly [b = .41, t(92) = 1.809, p = .07, 95% CI (-0.04, 0.87)]. Political ideology was not 

significantly associated with the dependent measure [b = -0.06, t(92) = 1.01, p = .31, 95% CI (-

0.17, 0.05)]. Finally, when control preference was modeled as an interaction between ideology 

and condition, the interaction term was not associated with the dependent variable [b = -0.06, 

t(91) = 0.53, p = .57, 95% CI (-0.30, 0.17)]. 

In an analysis of the two ads individually, the low control condition was associated with a 

greater preference for control framing in the “Take [Action/Control]” ad [low control M = 3.20, 

high control M = 2.48; t(92.46) = 2.35, p = 0.02, 95% CI (0.11, 1.32)], while the 

“[Reduce/Control] Fossil Fuel Pollution” ad showed an insignificant mean difference in the same 

direction [See Figure 11; M = 3.10 and M = 3.04; t(92.78) = 0.19, p = 0.84, 95% CI (-0.55, 

0.67)]. These effects held when adjusting for political ideology in linear regressions [action set: 

B = 0.75, t(92) = 2.43, p = .01, 95% CI (0.13, 1.36); reduce set: B = 0.08, t(92) = 0.27, p = .78, 

95% CI (-0.53, 0.70)]. Political ideology was not associated with control preference in either ad 

set model [action set: B = -0.06, t(92) = 0.87, p = .38, 95% CI (-0.22, 0.08); reduce set: B = -

0.05, t(92) = 0.63, p = .53, 95% CI (-0.21, 0.11)]. When testing an interaction between condition 
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and ideology, neither model showed significant moderation by ideology [action set: B = -0.03, 

t(91) = 0.23, p = .81, 95% CI (-0.35, 0.28); reduce set: B = -0.09, t(91) = 0.60, p = .55, 95% CI (-

0.42, 0.22)]. 

 

Figure 11 

Density Box Plot of Preference for Control Framing in Individual Ad Sets and Composite 

 
++++p = .09 *p < .05 

 

Discussion 

 In this study, preference for control framing varied based on manipulated levels of 

perceived personal control. When analyzed as a mean, the two control framed ads were 
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marginally more preferable for those who recalled a time when they felt little control than those 

who recalled more control. This effect held when adjusting for political ideology and did not 

show evidence for moderation.  

Interestingly, the “Take [Action/Control]” ads showed a stronger association with the 

experimental manipulations than the “Reduce/Control” advertisements. This could be due to a 

variety of features that varied between the two ad sets. Semantically, “take control” may appeal 

more to the control motivation because taking control, just as one might take a physical object 

from another person, may be perceived as more active and agentic than simply controlling it. In 

addition, the control/reduce ad included a second sentence, “sign a petition here!” The second 

sentence may have diluted the framing effect by taking attention away from the critical 

difference. In addition, it may reduce the appeal to control motivations because of its content.  

Mention of the petition may have made salient the lack of control that the individual has over 

climate change without sound implementation by policy makers. The reasons behind the efficacy 

of one framing over the other merit a deeper investigation, both theoretical and experimental. For 

the purposes of this research, we succeeded in created an ad set to test in the field that is 

differentially preferable based on perceptions of control. 

Terminology that was common and readily adaptable to control framing was chosen to 

test the framing effect, but it is worth noting that many other frames are also used, such as 

framing action as protection or cooperation. Although much research has been done on framing 

and belief change (e.g., Li & Su, 2018), studies on the efficacy of frames in calls to action that 

are brief enough and applicable for a social media advertisement are limited. For example, 

invoking social norms (e.g., Goldstein et al., 2008) has been shown to be effective in promoting 

pro-environmental behavior on a local scale, but may not be effective nationally with wider 
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norms. In addition, causal framing, which emphasizes the causes behind climate change is 

effective (e.g., Simon et al., 2014), but this framing—like structured scientific theories—is also 

likely appealing to those who are control-motivated because it may bolster perceived control 

(Rutjens et al., 2012).  

This study provides a proof of concept for control framing. Just as communication 

framing tailored to other motivations has been proven effective (e.g., approach and avoidance, 

(Yan et al., 2012), so too can framing tailored to the motivation for control. Given the threat to 

control that climate change poses and the control motivation it elicits, control framing may be an 

effective way of appealing to the motivation and increasing pro-environmental behavior. 

Study 3B 

In a preregistered online field experiment, we tested the efficacy of control-framed 

climate change appeals on Twitter relative to a more common framing (osf.io/av839). In Studies 

1 and 2A, we demonstrated the association between the threat of climate change and lower levels 

of perceived control. In turn, the threat of climate change was shown to be associated with a 

greater motivation for control than a comparable threat in Study 2B. With the aim of leveraging 

this motivation for advocacy, the appeal of two advertisements—a commonly phrased appeal 

and a control-framed appeal—were shown to correspond to manipulated levels of perceived 

personal control in Study 3A. Those with manipulated lower perceived control preferred the 

control-framed advertisement. Insofar as a loss of control is associated with control framing 

preference and climate change is also associated with lower perceptions of control, we posit that 

this framing will also be preferable for those grappling with the threat of climate change. In the 

current study, we used the materials from Study 3A to advertise for political advocacy: sending a 
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letter to the Environmental Protection Agency to advocate for clean emissions standards. Using a 

large sample, we measured control framing’s efficacy for climate change outreach in vivo.  

Twitter is a widely used and diverse social media platform. According to research from 

Pew Research Center, gender and race of U.S. users are roughly equivalent to the larger U.S. 

population, but the population skews younger, more educated, and politically liberal (Wocjik & 

Hughes, 2019). In the context of climate change and other political causes, the platform provides 

great value. Social media usage is associated with more political awareness (Vissers & Stolle, 

2014) and Twitter specifically has been analyzed as a catalyst for meaningful social change, such 

as during the “Arab spring” in the early 2010s. Rebellions and uprisings against oppression 

across the Arab world used hashtags on Twitter and other social media to connect individuals to 

the larger movement and exchange information quickly (Bruns et al., 2013). As such, we chose 

the platform to conduct the experiment just as climate advocacy might occur to maximize 

external validity. 

Using Twitter’s advertising tools, we presented participants with the ad set from Study 

3A whose preference was more strongly associated with control perceptions, a threatening image 

of billowing smokestacks with text that was either framed in terms of ‘action’ or ‘control’ 

(shown in Figure 10a,b above). It is worth noting that although this ad set showed a greater 

association with experimental conditions than the other, it was also less preferable in general. 

When collapsing across conditions, mean differences suggest that people generally preferred the 

ad framed as action: on a five-point scale with 1 indicating a strong preference for “action” to 5 

indicating a strong preference for “control,” the mean was 2.85 (SD = 1.52). Although not 

significantly below ambivalence between the two ads [t(94) = .94, p = .34, 95% CI (-0.45, 0.16)], 
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this difference provides some assurance that we are performing a conservative test, and that the 

framing was not generally more preferable regardless of perceived control.  

Instead of a dire climate change message, efficacy in this field experiment relied upon the 

threatening image in the advertisements and participants’ previously held beliefs and perceptions 

of control. We theorize that the observed lack of perceived control associated with climate 

change threat, documented in Study 1, will cause people who are concerned about climate 

change to be control motivated. This deficit and the associated motivation for control may not be 

as acute as after the manipulation used in Study 3A, recalling an incident of little control, which 

may potentially limit the theorized effect. However, the photo in the advertisements was chosen 

because it may serve as a threat to perceived control, as images of industrial pollution have been 

shown to decrease feelings of control over climate change (Nicholson-Cole, 2009). The photo 

may make salient the threat to control and renew a control motivation that may have been 

provisionally compensated for by other means. Finally, although compensatory control theory 

typically suggests that control can be supplemented and the motivation can be satisfied, 

correlational research regularly shows that less perceived personal control is associated with 

compensation. For example, Kay and colleagues (2008, Study 3) used a large international 

survey to show that less personal control is generally associated with more endorsement of 

governmental control. As such, the unmanipulated deficit of perceived control in individuals who 

feel threatened by climate change documented in Study 1 may lead to a persistent motivation for 

control. Either by making climate threat salient or by appealing to climate threat’s general 

association with less perceived control, we tested whether this framing is an effective option for 

implementation and application in the field.  
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As with previous studies, we aimed to parse out trait characteristics which may moderate 

and limit the effects. Political ideology was not included as a moderator in this study for two 

reasons. First, because of concerns with election tampering and the spread of misinformation in 

2020 and 2021, many social media platforms widely prohibited all advertisements for politics 

and political causes, climate change included. The few companies like Twitter who continue to 

allow “cause-based” ads ban targeting based on political ideology. Second, politics did not 

moderate any of the main effects in studies 2A, 2B, or 3A. Instead, we examined individuals who 

may be more invested in climate change, and as a result may be more likely to compensate for a 

corresponding loss of control. 

Not only can climate change belief indicate likelihood of action or the personal 

importance of the issue, but it may also be associated with the consequences that result from a 

common identity with common goals and norms. Bliuc and colleagues (2015) demonstrate that 

climate change beliefs foster similar social identity effects as key social groups like political 

party; self-categorization as believers or skeptics was associated with different emotional 

responses, moral values, and commitments to behavior. Accordingly, a polarized group such as 

climate believers or skeptics may also exhibit other social identity phenomena, like rejecting or 

accepting messages depending on ingroup or outgroup attribution. They also found that 

skepticism was not significantly associated with political party, making it all the more important 

to measure affiliation as directly as possible.  

To segment participants based on climate change belief, Twitter’s ad targeting tools were 

used to stratify the sample to include two “keyword” groups—those who have published or 

engaged with tweets related to “climate change” and those who have not. Although this is no 

guarantee of actual beliefs, we expect climate change deniers to make up a small portion of the 
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participants who engaged with climate change content for three reasons. First, the term “climate 

change” has been shown to be associated with genuine concern on Twitter; in a study of message 

framing on the social media platform, Jang and Hart (2015) found that in the U.S., people were 

more likely to use the term “climate change” in discussions that acknowledge climate change as 

real or discuss impacts or actions. The changing climate was only discussed as a hoax 

approximately 2% of the time, and when it was, the term “global warming” was 65% more likely 

to be used. Second, population rates of climate change denial are relatively low; in 2020, only 

12% of people did not believe that climate change is happening, and only 32% believed it is not 

caused by human activity but natural sources (Marlon et al., 2018). This low base rate is likely 

lower on Twitter because the platform skews politically liberal, suggesting that deniers make up 

a very small proportion of the users. Third, although Twitter users may expose themselves to 

dissenting information, that tendency is negatively correlated with online political participation, 

indicating low likelihood of liking dissenting tweets or clicking on political calls to action (Bode 

& Dalrymple, 2016). We hypothesized that control framing preference would be moderated by 

keyword group, such that those who had engaged with “climate change” would be more likely to 

click on control framed ads. In addition, we hypothesized that because these individuals are more 

likely to hold environmentalist values, they would click on more ads overall. 

Our analysis also aims to account for the psychological effects of the ongoing COVID-19 

pandemic. This study was conducted at a very volatile and unique point in time for the United 

States and the world at large. Past the one-year mark of the COVID-19 pandemic, the virus had 

claimed over 550,000 lives nationwide and continued to infect thousands a day. Research 

published since the beginning of the pandemic suggests that the global catastrophe had severe 

ramification for mental health; one survey administered in China (194 cities, n = 1210) found 
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that over half (53.8%) of respondents rated the psychological impact of the outbreak as moderate 

or severe (Wang et al., 2020). COVID-19’s psychological threat to economic and health 

outcomes are a major form of threat to self-uncertainty (Kruglanski et al., 2021) and, more 

generally, health threats of any sort can reduce one’s sense of agency (Milyavsky et al., 2020). 

As some areas were safe and reopening while others’ case rates rose at the time of data 

collection, cognitions associated with the pandemic may have been disparate across the country. 

Accordingly, the motivation for control and the efficacy of control-framed advertisements may 

have been disparate across the country due to the varying levels of threat. To account for this, we 

used the Twitter Ads application programming interface (API) to segment results by state. We 

then included each state’s COVID-19 recent case rates as an independent variable in our 

regression model along with our engagement groups, age, condition, and the interaction between 

condition and virus rates.  

Method 

 Participants. Using Twitter’s targeting tools, we stratified our sample to include 3 age 

groups (18-34, 35-49, 50 and up) and our two “keyword” groups—those who have engaged with 

content related to “climate change” and those who have not. Within each stratum, participants 

were assigned to the ‘control’ or ‘action’ conditions automatically by Twitter Advertisements’ 

algorithms. By including the two promoted tweets within one “Ad Group,” Twitter showed the 

two conditions in the same manner to each of the targeted strata. In the Ad Group options, we 

specified that each user was only targeted once, ensuring no ad repetition and no participants in 

more than one condition.  

For a small effect size equivalent to what was found in a small pilot test of the Twitter 

ads interface (n = 7,523; odds ratio =1.4; and click rate = .005) and r2 of covariates equal to .15 
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(a small-medium association), we attempted to recruit 92,227 participants for power 1-B = .95 

for a two-tailed test with alpha = .05. To maximize the power of the study to detect differences 

between these strata, we attempted to sample each of the six targeted groups equally, 15,372 per 

group. Twitter advertisements function on an auction basis, in which a sample size cannot be 

specified precisely, however, we monitored the delivery of the ads to each of the strata closely 

over 3 days in order to approximate the required sample. Because of these limitations, 103,922 

participants were recruited, for a mean of 17,332 participants per stratum. Although click rates 

were lower in the full study than in a pilot study (.16% and .5% respectively), achieved power 

was still acceptable (1-B = .95), likely because more participants were recruited than originally 

intended and correlations between covariates and the dependent variable were smaller than 

predicted (r2 = .009). 

 Materials. Participants were shown either the action-framed or control-framed 

advertisement from Study 3A (shown in Figure 10a,b). The ad was promoted from a Twitter 

account created for this experiment named Carbon Net. Carbon Net’s user photo featured a 

simple icon of the initials in green on a white background, and a bio which read “Environmental 

Awareness and Engagement. Owned by Andrew Gregory at the University of California, Irvine.” 

A statement of ownership is required by Twitter in order to run advertisements for causes and 

politicized issues. 

Measures. Whether or not each participant clicked on an advertisement link served as 

our primary dependent measure. To obtain an up-to-date COVID-19 rate that accounts for recent 

severity of the virus, the new case rates (per 100,000) from the three most recent weekly reports 

from the U.S. government’s official data were summed (Center for Disease Control, 2020c). 

Because the infection typically lasts approximately two weeks for those mildly affected but can 
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be longer for those severely affected, this time frame accounts for recently recovered and 

currently afflicted population rates (shown in Figure 12 below). Twitter did not have location 

information for 7,367 participants; therefore, the mean case rate of the other observations was 

imputed (M = 433.17 new cases per 100,000, SD = 272.60).  

 

Figure 12 

New COVID-19 Case Rates During the Three Weeks Before Data Collection by State. 

 

 

Results  

In a logistic regression, whether participants clicked on the ad was modeled on 

experimental condition (both dummy coded). Participants who were presented with control-

framed advertisements (n = 49,337, 93 clicks) were 35.1% more likely to click on the 
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advertisement than those who received action-framed advertisements [see Figure 13; n = 54,548, 

76 clicks; b = .30, z = 1.952, p = .051, 95% CI (-0.0003, 0.607)]. In Model 2, age group and 

whether the user has engaged with the keyword “climate change” were included in the 

regression. Control framing remained marginally positively associated with clicks [b = 0.29, z = 

1.91, p = .055, 95% CI (-0.005, 0.602)]. Neither the 35-49 year-old nor 50 and up age groups 

were significantly different from the 18-34 year-old reference group [b = 0.005, z = 0.02, p = .97, 

95% CI (-0.37, 0.39) and b = 0.22, z = 1.20, p = .22, 95% CI (-0.14, 0.59), respectively]. Climate 

change engagement was associated with 85% greater probability of clicking on the link [b = 

0.62, z = 3.87, p < .001, 95% CI (0.31, 0.94)]. In Model 3, we included the interaction between 

climate change engagement and condition in order to test whether control-framed climate 

appeals are more effective for those who engage with content related to climate change. The 

click rates by condition and keyword groups are shown in Figure 13. The interaction term was 

not associated with a change in likelihood of clicking on the ad [b = -0.24, z = -0.74, p = .45, 

95% CI (-0.88, 0.39)]. See Table 3 below for all model estimates in odds ratios. 
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Figure 13 

Ad Click Rates by Condition and by Condition and User’s Engagement with “Climate Change” 

 
 *p < .05 
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Table 2 

Logistic Regression Odds Ratios of Advertisement Click in Study 3B 

  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

Predictors Odds Ratio p Odds Ratio p Odds Ratio p Odds Ratio p 

(Intercept) 0.00 < .001 0.00 < .001 0.00 < .001 0.00 < .001 

Control Framing 1.35  .051 1.35  .055 1.57  .084 1.88   .038 

Climate Change 
  

1.86 < .001 2.13  .002 1.89 < .001 

Age 35-49 
  

1.01  .978 1.01  .979 1.02   .924 

Age 50+ 
  

1.25  .228 1.26  .224 1.27   .199 

Climate Change * 
Control Framing 

    0.79 .459   

COVID-19 Rate 
     

  1.00   .564 

COVID-19 *  
Control Framing 

      
1.00 .199 

Observations 103,922 
   

Note. All variables dummy coded with the exception of COVID-19 rate. Age groups were estimated relative to the 
18-34 year-old reference group. 

 

 Covid Rates. In a logistic regression including recent Covid-19 case rates and their 

interaction with ad condition, in addition to age groups and climate change engagement, neither 

case rates nor the interaction term significantly predicted clicking behavior [b = -0.0002, z = -

0.57, p = .56, 95% CI (-0.001, 0.0005) and b = -0.0008, z = -1.28, p = .19, 95% CI (-0.002, 

0.0004), respectively]. Control-framing and climate change engagement remained associated 

with more clicks [b = 0.63, z = 2.08, p = .03, 95% CI (0.03, 1.23) and [b = 0.63, z = 3.94, p < 

.001, 95% CI (0.32, 0.95), respectively].  

Finally, in exploring case rates across the country, Michigan stood out as an outlier, with 

1,433 new cases (3.88 standard deviations above the mean). Although disparities were the 
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justification behind the inclusion of COVID-19 rates, this extreme outlier could obscure a true 

effect of the virus. In a departure the preregistration, Model 4 was estimated without any 

observations from Michigan. Neither case rates nor the interaction with experimental condition 

were significantly associated with likelihood of clicking on an ad [b = -0.0008, z = -1.49, p = .13, 

95% CI (-0.002, 0.0002) and [b = -0.0003, z = -0.46, p = .64, 95% CI (-0.001, 0.001), 

respectively]. Despite not corresponding to virus case rates, preference for control framing was 

disparate across the country, as shown in Figure 14 below. 

 

Figure 14 

Preference for Control Framing by State, Measured as the Proportion of Control-Framed Ad 

Clicks to Total Ad Clicks 

 
Note. Areas in gray did not click on any advertisements. 
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Discussion 

In this online field experiment we tested the real-world efficacy of control framing for an 

appeal for climate change action. To maximize external validity, the study was conducted on 

participants in the course of their daily lives, just as it would be done in practice. Control framing 

was associated with a greater likelihood of clicking on the climate change advertisements, even 

when controlling for age, past engagement with the issue on social media, and local coronavirus 

rates.  

Notably, neither climate change nor COVID-19 rates moderated the relationship between 

ad condition and clicks. For climate change engagers, this may be because these individuals were 

not experiencing an acute control threat and thus were not more acutely motivated for control 

than the other participants, even if they generally perceived lower levels of control, as suggested 

in Study 1. As with political ideology in Study 2, this construct that aimed to capture the 

personal importance of the issue did not moderate control threat or control motivations, 

suggesting that either these constructs did not capture personal importance of the issue, climate 

change is a control threat so great it supersedes personal values, or there are boundaries to issue 

importance’s function as a moderator, as the research is still in its nascent stages. 

However, some practical considerations arose when implementing the experiment. 

Because of concerns with election tampering and misinformation campaigns, most social media 

corporations limited political advertisements to some degree in 2020 and 2021. For this reason, 

we could not examine political ideology in Study 3. Instead, we took advantage Twitter’s tools to 

directly target those who are likely sympathetic to climate change using twitter’s keyword 

targeting feature. Half of our participants had previously engaged with tweets and accounts 

related to “climate change” and half had not. Although some of these accounts may have been 
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climate change deniers, we posit that the majority were not. “Climate change” is a term that is 

used earnestly online and is less associated with hoax-framed tweets than “global warming” 

(Jang & Hart, 2015) and population rates of climate change denial are low (Marlon et al., 2018). 

In addition, keyword engagement includes behaviors such as tweeting the term, “liking” a tweet 

that contains the term, retweeting a tweet to publish it on your own account, retweeting with a 

comment, and commenting on a tweet. Of these actions, commenting and retweeting with a 

comment could be done to dispute a climate change message, while simple retweets and likes, 

which tend to be more common, generally convey support of the original message because they 

do not include any response from the user. For example, a tweet from vice president Kamala 

Harris on Earth Day advocating for climate change action read “No nation or region is immune 

to climate change. So as a global community, it is imperative that we act quickly and together to 

confront this crisis.” After four days, the post had received 639 comments, 2155 retweets, 109 

retweets with a comment, and 17,400 likes. If half of the commenters and quote retweeters were 

doing so to express dissent—a generous estimate given population rates—dissenters would make 

up 374 out of the total 20,303 engagements, or 1.84%.  

 Unfortunately, one of the preregistered analyses was unfeasible. As a secondary analysis, 

we intended to analyze not only clicking behavior, but also submitting advocacy letters to send to 

the EPA. To do so, we tracked which participants went on to complete a survey. Html code was 

installed in the link landing page and the page after participants submitted their letters to the 

EPA, the latter of which tracked which participants submitted a response. Unfortunately, survey 

submission was too infrequent to be analyzed (n = 2) and the website did not reliably track page 

visits. Only 16 of the link clicks were tracked and linked to ad condition in total. This is most 

likely due to new web browser standards and consumer privacy concerns; many browsers 
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include features to block ‘trackers’ by default, and those that do not can be easily modified to do 

so. However, the low rates of survey submission limit the inferences that can be made from the 

study. It is possible that participants intended to send the petition but simply did not complete the 

action. They may have been dissuaded by the action itself. Petition submission in general may 

not be appealing—given privacy concerns, people may be hesitant to disclose their names or 

petitions may be perceived as ineffective. On the other hand, the specific petition used in this 

survey may not have been appealing. Crafting and launching a dedicated website to collect 

submissions was unfeasible, so the petition was hosted on Qualtrics, which is a less aesthetically 

pleasing website than what is provided by other environmental organizations.  

 General Discussion 

 Across five studies with diverse methodologies and samples, we tested the relationships 

between the threat of climate change, the loss of perceived control, and pro-environmental 

behavioral tendencies. This program of research provides evidence for a loss of control 

associated with the threat of climate change, both acutely after an experimental manipulation and 

observed in a nationally representative survey. Applying the theoretical framework of 

compensatory control, we showed an increased control motivation after reading about climate 

change relative to an equally threatening passage. After a control threat, we showed a preference 

for an advertisement framed in terms of control and demonstrated the efficacy of control framing 

in the field.   

In Study 1, we used a nationally representative sample to show the negative relationship 

between the immediate danger of climate change and perceived control, and how it may 

indirectly hinder pro-environmental behaviors. Even when controlling for concern regarding the 
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threat of terrorism and demographic factors, the personal threat of climate change showed a 

negative indirect effect on environmental behavior through decreased perceived control. 

In Study 2A, experimentally manipulated climate change threat was associated with a 

decrease in perceived control relative to an equally threatening control condition about the 

dangers of driving. Participants reported less personal control after reading about catastrophic 

levels of carbon dioxide in the environment than car accidents and the prevalence of dangerous 

distracted drivers. This study used an experimental paradigm to infer causality and directionality 

of the association between climate change threat and perceived control, suggesting that climate 

change is a threat that elicits decreased perceived control.  

 In Study 2B, the threat of climate change was associated with an increase in control 

motivation. Participants attributed more predetermination to random coin flips relative to the 

threatening driving passage. Using illusory pattern perception, a well-documented outcome of 

control motivation, we aimed to measure the motivation for control in a domain independent of 

political ideology or environmental beliefs. Notably, in both Studies 2A and 2B, the effects were 

not moderated by political ideology, indicating that the loss of control and the motivation for 

control in response to climate change threat were alike across the political spectrum despite well-

documented divides in environmental beliefs. 

In Study 3A, we experimentally demonstrated that a loss of control is associated with a 

preference for control-framed advertisements. After recalling a memory of little control, 

participants preferred ads in which one word had been changed to control relative to common 

environmental advocacy phrasing. This effect was also not moderated by political ideology, 

providing the prospect of an effective bipartisan frame and further evidence for the fundamental 

nature of control motivations. 
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Finally, in Study 3B, we showed that control framed ads were preferred in an online big 

data field experiment on Twitter. Participants were more likely to click on control framed ads 

even when accounting for demographic factors, local COVID-19 rates, and past engagement 

with climate change-related content. Conducted in the course of daily life, changing one word in 

a ubiquitous call to action increased engagement, proposing a new modality of climate change 

communication based on the compensatory control model.  

This program of research is the first of its kind to leverage the compensatory control 

motivation for a socially advantageous goal. Past research has shown important social sequelae 

of compensatory control, like increasing endorsement of existing power structures and groups 

(Shepherd et al., 2011). Behaviors, including consumer preferences and task perseverance, also 

change through the resulting motivational shift (Chen et al., 2016; Inesi et al., 2011). This 

research integrates these two approaches to explore how control motivations can be powerful 

prescriptions of action that are not only implicated for social life, but directly applied to social 

goals.  

Climate Change as a Unique Threat 

 In this research, we measured the effects of climate change threat relative to other threats 

but did not attempt to parse out precisely which features of climate change make it distinctly 

threatening to perceived control. Although discussed only briefly in the discussions of Studies 1 

and 2, the results from those studies hinge upon the distinctiveness of the threat of climate 

change relative to terrorism, car accidents, or other dangers. As outlined in the literature review, 

past research documents the loss of control from climate change in photos and informational 

passages. However, the literature lacks a detailed analysis of the features conveyed that are 

associated with less perceived control. Among other features, we discussed the necessity of 
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collective action, the great scope and consequences, and the difficulty of an individual to not 

only prevent disaster but avoid its consequences. As they are depicted in the manipulation in 

Study 2, the dangers of driving can also be thought of as a problem of collective action, where 

individuals are engaging in self-interested texting and drinking at the cost of others. Similarly, 

the threat of terrorism measured in Study 1 has great consequences and is difficult to avoid as an 

individual. Beyond the scope of this empirical analysis, the interaction of these factors merits 

further investigation in order to minimize control loss in communications.  

In addition, there may be more deeply ingrained conceptions of the issue that limit 

perceived control. Throughout human history, weather has embodied the uncontrollable and 

superhuman. To understand it, people across cultures have personified the weather as numerous 

deities and given it purpose, as in the biblical flood. To many, the natural world remains under 

the control of godlike forces; climate change belief is negatively associated with some forms of 

Christianity, even when controlling for a host of demographic and ideological factors (Shao, 

2017). Independent of religious beliefs, anthropogenic climate change is felt as a violation of an 

intrinsic logic to the world; those who believe in a just world, where good things happen to good 

people, are more likely to reject dire climate change messages (Feinberg & Willer, 2011). For 

many, it seems, climate change is neither random nor within human control, but remains subject 

to moral forces or forces of a higher power.  

However, the scientific consensus is clear that people have influenced the weather and 

disrupted its natural course. When it comes to avoiding climate catastrophe, what control people 

do feel is vital to action and planning mitigation strategies. When the individual feels that they 

have little hope of making a difference, pro-environmental behaviors decrease. Therefore, a 

rigorous analysis of the features of climate change that decrease perceived control is invaluable, 
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from the obvious, like the magnitude of consequences, to more elusive beliefs about what is 

beyond human influence.  

Fear Appeals and Behavior 

This research would not be complete without a discussion of past research on fear’s role 

in persuasion. Much research suggests that appealing to fear is often an effective route to 

persuasion because it can be a powerful motivator for behavior and attitude change. High fear 

messages are more effective overall than low fear messages (Tannenbaum et al., 2015), 

particularly when they are paired with messages of efficacy (de Hoog et al., 2008). Accordingly, 

to maximize the impact of a message, the obstacle must not be so great as to feel insurmountable 

but must feel threatening and self-relevant enough to elicit concern. This concern leads to 

effortful, systematic processing of the information (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993).  

In a study of health risks and behavioral intentions, de Hoog and colleagues (2008) found 

that with this deeper level of processing comes a more critical eye to the message and more 

skepticism of the appeal, but also more intentions to engage in behavior recommendations and 

more positive feelings about those behaviors. When participants were told that they were 

vulnerable to a fear-inducing health risk, both the increased negative affect in response to the 

news and increased positive feelings about potential solutions mediated the proactive intentions 

that increased with vulnerability. The simultaneous psychological phenomena of depth of 

processing, aversive feelings, and placating solutions may be at the core of fear’s persuasive 

power. This study used a preventative action which would likely solve the problem, but in the 

case of climate change, research outlined in chapter 1 suggests that the threat may be entangled 

with potential feelings of efficacy and control over the greater situation. Therefore, relying on 
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this literature is not sufficient to inform climate change communications. Instead, CCT provides 

a more thorough and applicable framework to predict motivations and behaviors. 

Meaning Maintenance, Uncertainty, and Terror Management 

Compensatory Control Theory is closely related to other well-documented models of 

threats to core values, including uncertainty, mortality, and meaning. These models often make 

similar or identical predictions to CCT, with some important distinctions. Feeling uncertain has 

been shown to cause the individual to try to restore the lost sense of certainty; people increase 

social identity responses, like self-categorization (Hogg, 2000), outgroup derogation, religious 

zeal, and estimates of group homogeneity and social consensus in general (Hogg, 2007; 

McGregor et al., 2008). Feelings of personal uncertainty are compensated with certainty in 

beliefs and in social systems in order to avoid threatening uncertainty about the world in general 

(van den Bos et al., 2006).  

Terror Management Theory, on the other hand, posits that when mortality is made salient, 

people attempt to buffer themselves by boosting their cultural worldviews and personal self-

esteem, said to defend against the threat of death by providing a sense of symbolic immortality 

(Greenberg et al., 1990). Mortality salience causes people to strive for significance within their 

culture and defend against threats to their personal and cultural validity (Pyszczynski et al., 

2004). Accordingly, mortality salience has been shown to increase group identification, 

prejudice, perceived social consensus, and creativity (Burke et al., 2010). Thoughts of death can 

even increase prosocial attitudes and behaviors. People express more support for charities after 

writing about one’s death or when asked in front of a funeral home, which the researchers 

attribute to increased agreement with culturally prescribed behaviors (Jonas et al., 2002).  
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Finally, the Meaning Maintenance Model (MMM; Heine et al., 2006) posits that the 

motivation for meaning, or predictable and expected associations in the world, underlies many 

personal threats and subsequent responses. This desire is said to be especially true of links 

between the self and our surroundings; the MMM states that disruptions in the predictable and 

expected links to the self, including perceived control, will result in reaffirmation or creation of 

other frameworks of meaning to compensate for the loss (McGregor et al., 2001). Much of what 

is classified as a threat and many of the outcomes are common across these models, therefore the 

choice of the compensatory control framework was informed by past research and future 

applications. 

Although an examination of the threat of climate change through the lens of any of these 

models would be valuable, CCT was chosen for its relevance and applicability. First, control is 

uniquely relevant to the problem at hand because of its potential to explain the gap between 

climate change beliefs and actions. Control is a crucial link between communications and 

behavior because of its strong relationship with both variables. As climate change may make us 

feel powerless, the lack of perceived control may hinder action; this is corroborated by research 

which demonstrates the ability of climate change to threaten control feelings, outlined above 

(O’Neill & Nicholson-Cole, 2009). In addition, self-efficacy, a form of perceived personal 

control (Skinner, 1996), was previously highlighted in research on successful fear appeals and 

behavior. The three alternative models above are also likely relevant; climate threat may elicit 

uncertainty and even mortality salience for some, but the existing evidence for climate change’s 

threat to control and the strong relationship between control and action make it the most 

appropriate model to apply.  
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Second, the motivations after a control threat are distinctly applicable to the problem and 

persuasive appeals in general. Terror Management predicts motivations that are dependent on the 

individual’s values and culture’s prescriptive norms, which vary across individuals and 

ideologies. Uncertainty threats motivate people for predictability and certainty but appealing to 

that motivation to promote a behavior—that may not have any certain effect on climate change—

is a challenge. Associating action with certainty is possible but may have less opportunities for 

application; climate appeals are typically already framed in black and white terms about the 

effects of potential actions, so emphasizing those aspects of behavior is more difficult. Appealing 

to meaning can be achieved through many of the external and epistemic sources of control 

outlined in the literature review, as they emphasize connections in the social environment.  

However, the loss of control is associated with motivations particularly applicable to 

persuasive communications for climate change action. Control loss is associated with an 

approach motivation, which motivates problem solving and action, even in the face of frustrating 

or unsolvable problems. Individuals are motivated for external control, epistemic structure, or 

components of perceived personal control that are not threatened, self-efficacy or outcome 

expectancies.    

Limitations 

This research attempts to bridge the gap between basic cognition and specific 

applications through the study of mechanisms and individual differences, but the nature of the 

problem makes for a difficult subject of study. Not only is it complicated by politics and 

defensive cognitive mechanisms, but public awareness and the threat’s station within the greater 

geopolitical context are constantly evolving. In 2003, people rated climate change as less 

dangerous than either genetically modified food or nuclear power (Poortinga & Pidgeon, 2003); 
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those perceptions could be helpful for this line of study but were not incorporated into its 

theoretical rationale because they are likely no longer accurate and require continuous 

measurement. Climate change is only one issue in what some researchers believe is a “finite pool 

of worry” (Swim et al., 2009); people only have enough cognitive resources to be concerned 

with so many threats at a time, so we prioritize and ration our concern. This concern will change 

with environmental factors, global temperatures, news coverage, and other worries in the public 

eye. As new threats like global instability and the COVID-19 pandemic may periodically arise 

and take prominence in the news media, the individual’s perceptions of climate change likely 

vary. 

Perceptions of climate change threat are also complicated by trends in political party 

rhetoric, which makes this research across partisan lines so important. Recent Gallup polls show 

a widening divide between democratic and republican views on climate change; in their sample, 

Democrats show an increase in concern and a decrease in skepticism from 2017 to 2018, but 

Independents and Republicans show less concern and increasing belief that risk is exaggerated 

(Brennan & Saad, 2018). Insofar as this new modality of promoting green action is effective 

across party lines, it is even more important to explore. If behavior can be enhanced through 

motivations that do not rely on political ideology, this may be more valuable as politics continues 

to polarize views. Beyond affecting bipartisan changes in behavior, behavior may even have 

downstream effects on attitudes and beliefs. As behavior is promoted, beliefs may follow, 

according to the wide breadth of research on attitude-behavior congruency (Ajzen & Sexton, 

1999; Bem, 1967).  

 This application is further limited by the framing application’s reliance on a deficit in 

control, as opposed to engaging anyone who feels concern for climate change. Due to the 
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importance of control perceptions to the self, after threat they are generally reaffirmed and 

restored, in order to limit distress and restore normal functioning (Kay et al., 2014). After 

affirmation, the motivation for control is satisfied (Shepherd et al., 2011). Control-based appeals 

are dependent on the motivation for control, therefore persuasion like the control-frames tested in 

this research may not be most effective without first making salient the menacing potential of 

global climate change. Control-based frames are not likely to be effective if the individual is not 

experiencing a threat to perceived control; in fact, in pilot study 3A, there were small mean 

differences to suggest that the experimental frames were actually less effective than standard 

frames for participants who affirmed their control. Although there is no theoretical reason why 

control would be off-putting to those who are not experiencing control threat, this should be 

explored in further detail to avoid a potential rebound effect in those who are not experiencing 

control threat. 

Other Moderators of Compensatory Control 

Perceived personal control is also conceptualized as an individual-level trait, which may 

moderate reactions to control threat; past research suggests that those with a high level of trait 

perceived control may be less susceptible to a threat to personal control (Landau et al., 2015). In 

one study, Sullivan and colleagues (2010) demonstrated that only those low in perceived control 

engaged in compensatory attributions to their enemies and saw them as more powerful and 

influential under control threat. The authors claim that those high in perceived control did not 

need to compensate for the loss of control because they had readily available resources; they 

could more easily call to mind times when they had control and could reaffirm their control 

internally.  
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On the other hand, research that aims to foster motivations has generally found that those 

low in a particular motivation are more easily affected by a manipulation because it brings that 

motivation up to the level of those already high in that particular motivation. Consistent with 

theories of motivation that emphasize their role as a drive to satisfy needs (Weiner, 2012), those 

low in a motivation are more susceptible to having it amplified, as seen in system justification 

(Cutright et al., 2011) and conservative ideology, for example (Nail et al., 2009). In this case, 

those who were high in perceived control—low in control motivation—would be given that 

motivation more easily than those low in perceived control and already high in control 

motivation. Further research is needed to test whether those who are higher in perceived control 

will be more motivated for control following a threat like climate change. 

Dissemination and Implementation 

This applied research could be a meaningful step in climate change communications, but 

only as far as it is disseminated and implemented (Estabrooks et al., 2018). One example of 

successful dissemination is Goldstein, Cialdini, and Griskevicius’s (2008) research on appealing 

to social norms to increase green behavior in hotels. Not only has this research been cited over 

2,100 times, but recent citations have been in journals like Tourism Management (Han & Hyun, 

2018), International Journal of Hospitality Management (Han et al., 2018) and other industry-

specific publications. This suggests that the research is being disseminated to those in fields 

directly related to the study. It is likely taught in hospitality education programs and 

implemented in hotels to increase towel reuse, in addition to its placement in guides of effective 

climate communications. Although climate communications guides may have more readers, it 

requires less expertise to directly apply the communications used in the hotel studies to hotels 

than for a layperson who wishes to engage people to try to apply the principles used.  
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This research has the potential to be disseminated widely because of the variety of 

outcome variables and ways to appeal to control motivations in addition to the simplicity of the 

control-framing. Specifically, it may be noticed by those wishing to promote climate action on 

social media, just as Goldstein and colleague’s (2008) research was found by hotel and 

hospitality industry journals. But the control-based frames used here are simple enough for 

laypeople to apply. Using the word control and promoting feelings of control are likely intuitive 

to the public and those in positions to make policy and communications decisions. Providing 

research that is accessible and understandable is central to effective dissemination and 

implementation (Baumbusch et al., 2008). 

In addition, the mechanisms explored in this research may have value to implementation 

across a relatively wide audience. While much work aims to segment climate beliefs and appeal 

to motivations specific to certain populations, the need for control is fundamental. For example, 

segmentation analyses have identified six major climate change audiences, including ‘alarmed’, 

‘concerned,’ ‘cautious,’ ‘disengaged,’ ‘doubtful,’ and ‘dismissive’ (Maibach et al. 2009). 

Researchers claim that each population “require[s] a tailored approach to communication” with 

different framing and messengers (Leiserowitz et al., 2021). Although a valuable inquiry into 

climate change beliefs and motivations, nuanced segmentation may present problems for 

implementation; global campaigns, language on an environmental organization’s website and 

other applications would benefit from more universal research and practices, especially as tools 

like targeting for cause-based ads on social media are limited. 

Future Directions 

This line of research may eventually be extended to nudge people to expend their efforts 

in the most effective behaviors possible. The illusory control literature shows that a decline in 
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perceived behavior efficacy does not always decrease behavior. In fact, people take action when 

efficacy is low through superstitions and rituals (Rothbaum et al., 1982; Whitson & Galinsky, 

2008), acts that have a false causal relationship to future events. Although knocking on wood 

does not ward off bad luck, people engage in superstitious behaviors in order to combat the 

threat of randomness and lack of control (Keinan, 2002). Students turn to rituals like wearing 

lucky clothing, refrain from "jinxing,” and crossing their fingers when they have less control 

over the outcomes of tests or athletic events (Rudski & Edwards, 2007). They also rate them as 

more effective because control threat biases people to increase attributions, searching for cause 

and effect relationships (Legare & Souza, 2014). The individual’s intentions and their subsequent 

attention on outcomes creates the illusion of efficacy (Thompson et al., 1998). Similarly, 

everyday ‘green’ behaviors may be seen through this superstitious lens; recycling may increase 

perceptions of control and be evaluated as more effective because of these attributional biases. 

However, recycling is limited in its effectiveness in combating climate change compared to other 

possible lifestyle changes (Macdiarmid et al., 2016), therefore its ability to restore a sense of 

control through the ritual of collecting plastic bottles may provide an illusion of efficacy that 

hinders more meaningful action. 

The public perception of climate change varies over time, which can make the study 

particularly complex, as explored above. However, the fluctuations may not only be a limitation, 

but an opportunity for future research. Research suggests that belief in global warming can vary 

depending on weak anecdotal evidence like the current temperature (Zaval et al., 2014). If 

temperature also decreases perceived control over climate change, as the acute reminder of the 

threat might, then control motivations are likely correlated with temperature and control-based 

appeals may be tested over time. The theoretical interventions suggested in this research might 
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be successfully applied during heatwaves or weather disasters without the need to manipulate 

audiences. 

Finally, climate change is often treated as a problem of collective action, in which a 

resource must be shared or protected by a group (Hardin, 1998; Milinski et al., 2008) In addition 

to the expected behavior of others, perceptions of collective efficacy guide pro-environmental 

behavior (Chen, 2015). Due to the coordination required, much of this research focuses on the 

expectations that individuals have for others’ behavior (Rand et al., 2009). If an individual 

believes that others will do their share, they are more likely to act in kind, even if this is not the 

optimal strategy for the individual (Gong et al., 2014). Future research should examine climate 

change’s threat to control within a collective action framework, and how the expected 

cooperation of others influences the individual’s perceived control. As expected cooperation 

decreases, the individual may experience a control threat and compensation similar to the 

mechanisms explored in this research. 

Conclusion 

 This research focuses on climate change perceptions and actions within the framework of 

compensatory control theory. Although much remains to be explored, the mechanisms tested in 

this research aim to pave the way for future research into the boundaries and applications of the 

motivation for control in relation to climate change behavior. This framework has the great 

potential for expansion both for understanding existing phenomena and for new interventions 

and communications. For example, this research leaves untested many other ways of appealing 

to epistemic structure in climate change appeals: for example, materials with definite borders and 

patterned designs. Similarly, appeals that feature concrete steps or stages are associated with 

structure and may be effective in climate change communications (Legare & Souza, 2012).  
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 Furthermore, we hope that this research shows that the complexity of the problem of 

climate change ensures more than just a difficult obstacle, but also one with many avenues for 

research and intervention.  
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APPENDIX A 

Study 2A Driving Condition 

“Automotive accidents are one of the greatest dangers faced in the world today. On average, 
there are six million car accidents in the United States each year with over three million injuries. 
Of these injuries, 2 million drivers experience injuries that cause permanent damage each year. 
Many injuries are fatal: more than 90 people die in car accidents every single day. 
 
Car accidents are caused by a variety of factors. The most common is alcohol; drunk driving 
accounts for almost half of all accidents. This is followed by reckless driving (33%) and 
speeding (30%). Every 50 minutes, someone in the U.S. dies due to an alcohol-impaired driver. 
In 2016, 10,497 people died in alcohol-impaired driving crashes, accounting for 28% of all 
traffic-related deaths in the United States. 
 
With people driving under the influence of alcohol and out of control, there is little that drivers 
can do to avoid the risks of the road. However, seatbelts do reduce the risk of death by 45% and 
cut the risk of serious injury by 50%. People not wearing a seatbelt are 30 times more likely to be 
ejected from the vehicle during a crash 
 
Smart phones are a relatively new danger to drivers, that can take attention away from the task of 
driving. More than 1060 people are injured in crashes that involve a distracted driver every day. 
You are 23 times more likely to crash while texting while driving. Distraction was reported as a 
factor in nearly 1 in 5 crashes in which someone was injured. Many are not lucky enough to 
survive these accidents. Each day, more than 9 people are killed due to distracted driving. 
 
Distracted driving is so dangerous for two reasons. First, driving while using a cell phone 
reduces the amount of concentration and brain activity associated with driving by 37%. That 
leaves less mental capacity to perform the complex functions of driving and more likelihood of 
making an error. 
 
Second, at high speeds, split seconds make all of the difference. Sending or receiving a text takes 
a driver’s eyes from the road, which leaves them driving blind. In fact, an average text takes 
about 4.6 seconds, the equivalent of driving the length of an entire football field. 
 
Despite lawmakers and governments’ attempts to educate the public on the dangers, many people 
do not know the reality of distracted driving or choose to ignore the facts. 40% of all American 
teens say that they have been in a car when the driver used a cell phone in a way that put people 
in danger. Studies show that 1 out of 3 people still text while driving. These people not only 
endanger themselves but each and every person who gets behind the wheel.” 
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Study 2A Climate Change Condition 

 
“The world has hit a global warming milestone it may never recover from.  
 
Scientists at the Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaii announced that atmospheric concentrations 
of carbon dioxide reached a daily average above 400 parts per million for the first time in 
history, but the situation has only gotten worse. Worldwide, 400 ppm, which indicates the ratio 
of carbon dioxide to other gases in the atmosphere, started to be read more consistently and in 
more locations. Now scientists say we’ve arrived at yet another critical climate change juncture: 
CO2 levels surpassed 400 ppm this month— and it may not fall below that mark ever again. 
 
“I think we’re essentially over for good,” said Ralph Keeling, director of the Scripps Institute for 
Oceanography’s carbon dioxide monitoring program in May. 
  
Keeling explained in a blog post how CO2 levels had consistently topped 400 ppm for the month 
of September ― typically the time of year when atmospheric carbon dioxide is at its lowest.  
Though one-off lower measurements could still be read in the coming weeks, Keeling said “it 
already seems safe to conclude that we won’t be seeing a monthly value below 400 ppm this year 
― or ever again for the indefinite future.” 
 
If CO2 emissions, for example, somehow plummeted to zero tomorrow, carbon dioxide levels 
“probably wouldn’t change much ... but would start to fall off in a decade or so,” Gavin Schmidt, 
NASA’s chief climate scientist, told Climate Central. “In my opinion, we won’t ever see a month 
below 400 ppm.” 
  
Carbon dioxide levels are increasing by more than 2 parts per million per year. 
“The momentum we’re seeing right now, going upwards, I think is going to easily carry us 
through 450 parts per million,” Keeling said. “And then I would say even stabilizing before 500 
parts per million is probably not going to be very easy.” 
  
CO2 has caused the Earth to warm ― a shift that’s led to record temperatures, melting ice sheets, 
extreme weather events and other significant impacts. The Global Humanitarian Forum recently 
painted a grim portrait of the human toll inflicted by Earth's gradual rise in temperature: $125 
billion in annual economic losses and thousands of deaths each year, as climate change speeds 
desertification and magnifies scourges from malnutrition to flooding.” 
 

 




